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Merit Badge Day--

Be ta Chi Sig ma Sp on so rs 50 0 Sc ou ts
High Band students on campus
tours of the campus and allowed
at the same time. the Scouts - to observe the Scouts skill
were promptly registere d by
sessions.
9:00 at which time Girl Scout
Each skill session is ill itself a
Troop 476 from Springfie ld took
Single merit badge that the
charge of the [Jag ceremon y.
scouts can earn by completi ng
The Scouts were then lead 0[[ to
the specified requirem ents .
their morning skill sessions.
MBU is a big help for earning
The leaders were entertain ed
those technical merit badges
by MBU Director Dave Wrobel
that would otherwise be difand later Dr. Derald Morgan
ficult to acquire. These are
spoke
to
them
on
the
Compute r Science.
Mining.
educatio nal opportun ities here
Geology.
Electrici ty.
and
at UMR. They were then given
Chemist rv . Thp most POPular

By MIKE DUNNERMANN
The
1980
Merit
Badge
Universi ty
was
held
on
Saturday . February 23. on the
UMR campus. Over 500 Scouts
and leaders participa ted in this
year's activities . There was a
large number of students and
faculty members working all
day to make this year 's Merit
Badge Universi ty a big success.
Despit e having some 200 Junior

this year was Compute r SCience
The number of Scouts at,,,\lowed dose by Chemistr y .
tending MBU is smaller than
Lunch this year was held
the previous program s, but a
from 11:00 to I :30 at the St.
greater number of merit badges
Pat 's gym. McDonal d's catered
were received by Scouts over
the meal this year and the
the total percenta ge of the atScouts were pleased since
tendance .
previous lunches were not very
good. In the afternoon the
The overall reaction of MBU
Scouts attended the PhYSics
'SO', was fun. Beta Chi Sigma
Magic Show done by Emmett
would like to thank all the
Redd . and a Chemistr y Show
organiza tions, faculty members
done by David Schlarma nn. The
and the Scouts that made Merit
Scouts then returned to the skill
Badge
Universi ty
a
funsessions until 4 : 30.
. damenta l in scouting.
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UMR Assoc iate--

Pro fess or Exp elle d Fro m USSR
By KEN HARDY
Dr. David A. Law. Associate
Professo r of Russian at UMR.
was r ecently expelled from the
Soviet Union where he was
teaching English
Dr. Law
was on sabbatica l leave from
UMR where he has been
teaching for fourteen years. he
teaches Russian language and
civilizatio n. and he wrote the
book used in his Russian
Civilizati on course.
Dr. Law began studying
Russian in 1943 but had to
j?Ostpone his studies for a three
year hitch in the Navy. He
received his Bachelor s degree
in 1949 and his Masters in 1951 .
both from Brigham Young

Universi ty. After working for
the governm ent for several
years. Dr. Law moved to Salt
Lake City in 1960. There he
taught high school for six years
while working evenings and
summers for his Ph.D .• which
he received in 1960 from the
Universi ty of Utah.
When Dr. Law went to
Volgogra d.
formerly
Stalingra d. last semester to
teaCh. it was his eighth time in
the Soviet Union. counting a
short
time
at
Moscow
Universi ty last summer for a
summer program . He had
taught at Volgogra d in 1972 for a
semester on his previous
sabbatica l. His travels have
taken Dr. Law to many different parts of that vast
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Your Mug is the
only ticke t in to
the Extra vagan za
on Thurs day of
St Pat's
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country. Besides visitIng many
parts of European Russia , he
has been to several areas of
Leonard Pennari o, concert pianist, perform s at UMR
Soviet Central Asia and into
tonight at 8 p.m. in Centenn ial Hall. Related article
is on
southern
page. 10.
Siberia
where
Russians
are
the
ethnic
( Photo courtesy of OPI)
minority . Of particula r interest
to Dr. Law is the city
Samarka nd
in
Uzbekist an.
about
200
miles
from
Afghanis tan.
The
ancient
inhabitan ts of this city are the
subject of some of Dr. Law's
research.
In Dr. Law 's previous visits to
the Soviet Union, he did not
By MIKE DUNNERMANN
three more buildings for UMC
meet with such strong antiand one each for UMSL and
America n sentimen t as he
L ate last semester a lot of
UMKC. UMR also was condescribes in his article. Even as
publicati on was made of UMR
Sidered for funds to work on the
late as last summer the atrequestin g a new Mining
Chemica l Engineer ing building.
mospher e was very friendly . I
building. The most recent apAt the same time UMC was
chanced to be in Moscow at the
propriati on request shows the
considered for approxim ately
same time as he with a group of
Mineral Engineer ing building is
five times as much. Under
language students, and Dr. Law
fourth in r;mking order behind
physical plant preserva tion
showed me around the univer- the library storage building for
UMC is conSidered for four
sity where he was staying. all campuses, and Animal
times more than the UMR
Science
Presiden ts
Research
Carter
Center and
and
reQuest.
an
Brezhnev had just signed , the
agricultu re engineer ing
At this moment the
building,
SALT II treaties, and we were
both for the Universi ty
Alumni of UMR have some $2
of Missouri- Columbia . All three
accepted
everywhe re
with
million funded for the new
of the previous buildings have
friendshi p and curiosity .
Mining building. They are also
But the apparent failure of been approved by the Curators
acquiring funds for the other
Board of Higher Educatio n and
the treaties to win Senate
two buildings needed on the
ratificati on has not gone over
the Governo r, whereas the
UMR
campus.
The
final
Mining building had an apwell in the Soviet Union. SALT
deCision for appropria tion of
has been a major goal of the
propriati on only for planning
funds will be made by the
Brezhnev leadership. Dr. Law
money .
Missouri Legislatu re. UMR
now
As
sees
for the Engineer ing
a new,
more
shall not get the required funds
militaris tic
Managem ent building and the
and
repressiv e
this year but their priority will
leadersh ip emerging .
auditoriu m, they are listed lOth
have risen by this time next
To be able to meet the and 11th respectiv ely below
year .
challenge of the Soviet Union in
the new decade, Dr. Law
stresses the importan ce of
language studies. A recent
Presiden t's Commiss ion conA 5 Week Work shop
cluded that American s ' lack of
knowledg e of foreign languages
Begin ning March 12 3:30 - 5 :00 Wed
is "scandal ous." And Russian is
among the lesser studied
Lim ited to 10 stude nts
languages, even though the
Ca113 41-42 11
• Russians
are 001' t:hiei -ri.... als. _ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....
_ _.....___.";,,,;.......::....;;_....
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoice·s. Surely I can
_ _..............:w.:.;o;;r~k that one out~cei~ing a

student 's attention on th.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
~nrnnJi~t.A'"
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FRIDAY
THURSDAY
SUB
Scripts
•

Tomorrow night the Student
Union Board will feature the
climbing film "El Capitan."
This film is about four climbers' three day trek on the face
of Yosemite Valley's famed El
Capitan. Showtime is at 7:00
p.m. in the St. Pat's Ballroom.
On Sunday,
an evening of
suspense, drama, and terror is
in store as SUB presents
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho."
This movie is about a young
woman, Maria Crane, who
steals a fortune and in her
escape encounters a warped,
mother-obsessed young man.
Norman Bates Showtimes are
at 4:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m. in
Centennial Hall.
The New Riders of the Purple
Sage will be performing in the
mUlti-purpose
building
on
Saturday, March 15, at 8:00

(Continued on Page 5)
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TONIGHT'S MOVIE
Tonight is the Ozarks premier e of " 1900". an epic film of m assive scope.
power. and controversy. It is both a vast history of 20th Century Italy and an
intimate portrait of two families. It is also Ihe story of the lives and conflicls
between a peasant and the l andowners as they pass through the upheavals of
the modern world. An astonishing intern ational cast gives a magnificent
ensemble performance as the people whose lives arrect and are affected by
the rise of Facism and Socialism. 7:00 tonight in the M.E. Auditorium. $2 at
the door .

UPSILON PI EPSILON
Upsilon Pi Epsilon. the national computer science honorary. will have a
meeting tonighl at 7:00 p.m. in Room 327 of the Malh·Compuler Science
Building. All actives are asked to please show as the proposed survey
.
questions will be discussed .
STEREO EQUIPMENT LECTURE
The Sound Center will present a seminar 'on what to look for in stereo
equipmenl on Thursday. ~'eb . 20lh at 7:00 p .m . in Cenlennial Hall.
M-CLUB
M-Club will have a meeting Thursday. March 6 at 7:00 p.m. in Room 121
ME. Refreshments will be served and all members and pledges are urged to
attend.

IK
There will be a meeting of the Intercollegiate Knighls on Thursday. March
6th. at 7:00 p.m. in the Mark Twain Room .

SATURDAY

MAD DOG PARTY
Get psyched for St. Pat's! ... Sigma Nu is having a Mad Dog Parly 10 benefit
Theta Tau Ugly Man. Saturday night at 9:00-1 00 a.m. Sigma Nu is located at
1007 Main across from the Chern Eng building.
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Benefit: St Jude Children's Hospital

~

$1 00 'n

U

•

Kappa Delta and Tau Kappa Epsilon
At The TKE House
St. Jude Ch ildren 'S Hospital is
the largest childhood cancer
research center in the world. It
is the first and only institution
established for the sole purpose
of conducting baSic and clinical
research
into
catastrophic
childhood diseases.
Its
achievements,
particularly in leukemia. have
made it a world-famous haven
of hope that someday. all the
diseases it is studying will be
conquered.
~

BELLY-UP WITH THE BOARD
Friday. 8:00 p.m .- I:OO a.m. at the Mine Shaft. Live music by "Shadow
Fox" .

ECONCLUB
The Economics Club will meet Thursday. March 6 at 6:30 p.m . in G·5 of H·
SS. Special guest will be John Tatom from the Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis. The topic of his lecture will be "The New Monetary Policy."

11 :00 PM 'til 2:00 AM
U Sponsored By:

~

LAMBDA CHI T.G.I.F.
After your last mid·term Friday. head on over to Lambda Chi's T .G.l.F ..
and s,tart St. Pat's off right!

S.M.E.
The Society of Mining Engineers will have a meeting Tuesday. March 11.
at 7:30 p .m. in Room 107 Mining Bui/ding. The speaker will be Glen Davis of
Anaconda Copper. He will talk on "In·Situ Uranium Mining". Be there'

n .Wednesday

~

AWA
The Arnold Whitewater Association and the Ozark Chapter of the Sierra
Club are co-sponsoring the t3th Annual Missouri Whitewater Championships.
March 15 and 16 on the St. Francis River near Fredericktown. Missouri.
Whitewater paddlers are invited to participate and the public 10 watch this
exciting event. For more information contact: Matt Pross. 15 N. Meramec
Av., Clayton. MO 63105. phone # 314·726-0656.

BETA SIG UGLY MAN DISCO
Saturday. March 8. Beta Sigma Psi is presenting the 4th Annual St. Pat's
Theta Tau Ugly Man Charity Disco. A "miner" admission will be charged those wearing green will be charged even less. The party features a com·
puterized light show and the reopening of Beta Sambo·s. So. we'll see you
there to enjoy the food. fluids and friends'

n Midnight Madness Brunch
U

PHIKAPTGlF
Slart orr your SI. Pat's right! Come to Phi Kappa Theta's TGW. Friday
afternoon from 3:00 p.m . to 6:00 p.m . Phi Kap fralernity is located al Ihe
corner of 8th and State I right across from the PoSI Office) . 11 will be a good
lime for all. Be there. aloha!

What You Get:

KAPPA MU SLATE
Kappa Mu !Cpsi/on will hold its get acquainted pizza party on Salurday.
March 8. 6:30 p.m .. at Pizza Inn on Highway 63. All faculty. grad sludents.
members. and prospective members are invited to sign up or for more in·
formation go to the Math Office.
VENEZUElAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Once again. St. Pat's is here. and because of this extraordinary occasion.
we. the Venezuelan students. also want to lake part in Ihe celebration. The
V.S.A. is proud to present a cultural act in which dirrerent folkloric dances
and typical acts of our native country will be shown . Be there. March t5 at 8
p.m. in the Centennial Hall.
Everyone is invited . Admission is free . We will try to make it a night to
remember.

SUNDAY

4 Biscuits-Gravy

2 Sa usa 9 ePa t tie s~

!ATTENTION!
ALL young ladies interested in finding oul more aboul Delta Sigma Thet a
Sororit y Inc" come to the Black Culture House. 16th St.. across from the !C!C
Building on Sunday. March 9. a12 :30 p.m .

Fa rAn a the r 25 c :
0 ran 9 e J u ice
Mil k
ff
Co ee
Danny Thomas, Founder
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MONDAY
COMMUNICATIONS CLUB
There will be a meeting of the Communications Club on Monday. March IU
a13:45 p.m. in Room 205 of the Humanities and Social Sciences Building. Any
student with an interest in communications. speech, writing and mass media
is inviled to all end.
BELLY-UP WITH THE BOARD
Monday. 8:00 p.m . al Bruno ·s.

The UMR student chapter
of the Society of Mlnln~
Engineers is offering for sale
to the students and alumni
our belt buckle pictured.
The buckles will be on sale
Tuesday and Wednesday in,.
the Student Union or contact
John Anderson.
Contact John Anderson at
364-9792 and 364-9769, or any
SME member, or send
$5.00 to: Society of Mlnlng
Engineers, 125 Mlnlng Bldg_
UMR, RoUa, Mo. 65401

Calendar continued on pg. 4

Chuck Norris
Jennifer O'Neill
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Guitar Talents Win
Miller Gong Show
By DAN DZIEDZIC

,
"

Mark Suellentrop, Ed Latimer and Brian Wagner gang gonging a contestant.
e Photo by Bra un)

Last Wednesday night, the
Third Annual Miller Gong Show
was held at Rolla's one and only
Attic Lounge. For the many
individuals who decided to risk
attending the production, it
turned out to be an evening of
talent - both in good acts and
some in bad acts, not to mention
the unmentionable ones.
Master of ceremonies , Greg
Hicks, provided the life of the
evening with his jokes and
wisdom . while coordinator,

UMR Student Receives
Notional Sig Ep Award
David J . Naeger, a senior in
Civil Engineering at' UMR,
recently received an award for
outstanding leadership from the
Sigma PI " ,.' . '1'1 11 National
Fraternity. Naeger was announced recipient of the J.

Thursday, March 6, 1980
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FOLLIES WEEK 1980
PRIZE

MONDA Y MARCH 10
MENS SHILLELAGH JUDGING
WOMEN SHILLELAGH JUDGING
BEARD JUDGING
FACULTY BEARD JUDGING

1st & 2nd TROPHY
3rd $10.00 '

1st TROPHY
1st TROPHY

TUESDA Y MARCH 11
MOST GREEN BOWS IN A GIRL'S HAIR
OLDEST ST. PAT'S SWEATSHIRT
ST. PAT'S SWEATSHIRT WITH MOST BUTTONS
MOST CONSECUTIVE YEARS of BUTTONS
OLDEST ST. PAT'S BUTTON

PRIZE
PRIZE
PRIZE
PRIZE
PRIZE

WEDNESDA Y MARCH 12
BEST ST. PAT'S SONG, POEM OR JINGLE
MOST GARTERS WORN ON ONE LEG (GIRLS)
GREENEST PERSON - MALE
GREENEST PERSON - FEMALE

1st - $25
PRIZE
PRIZE
PRIZE

Edward Zollinger Outstanding
Senior award at Sig Ep 's
Regional Leadership Academy
in Topeka , Kansas. He was
chosen the sole recipient for the
award from the fraternity's
district consisting of the nine
chapters in Missouri ~it,!1
combined membership of 450.
Naeger, who graduates in
May, was selected on criterion
of his leadership and service to
UMR's Sig Eps. He has chaired
several committees in the
chapter and held offices including President.
To foster development of
more leaders like Naeger, the
local chapter will choose one of
its sophomores to receive a one
hundred dollar scholarship to
be paid by the national
fraternity.

Only

7 Days

Jerry Frederich, stood off to the
side with the judges pulling his
hair out. Speaking of those
bumbling boobs, the three
judges were Brian Wagner, St.
Pat's Board president, (and
soon to be canonized); Ed
Latimer, president of the Interfraternity
Council ;
and
M ark Suellentrop, representing
Theta Tau Omega.
Before the event began, I had
a .chance to observe the setup
for the show and came to a few
conclusions . It was obvious that
the judges themselves were
going to be an act of their own,
in
fact , as the evening
progressively went on. the
judges progressively seemed to
be fading out of the scene also.
The majority of the evening
was ruled by guitars with a
harmonica that somehow fitted
in to give a change of pace for
the event. Because the talent
was so overloaded in the good
act end, the judges decided to
drop the worst act and award
1st and 2nd places. Carrying the
honors for 1st is Grandy Mosby,
RHA, who played his guitar,
and
Don
Anselm,
Piker,
followed 2nd, with his guitar
also. Both played a medley of
tunes and as for myself, I was
still in a good enough mood to
honestly say, it was a tough
decision between the two. The
third award, most unusual,
went to Rappin', with the lead
singer Tom Werner from Sigma
Nu.
Numerous other acts ranged
throughout the night, the gong
taking its toll sometimes, and to
the audience, the best entertainment came alive at the
intermissions with mad dashes
for pitcher refills.

3 TACOS FOR $1.00
Missouri Miner

Sunday-5

p.m.-9 p.m., Thursday-5 p.m.-9 p.m.

The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
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University of Hartford
In 1919 there was a serious
energy crisis. Government
controls during World War I
had produced shortages, and
everyone was urged to drive
less and turn down his thermostat. The U.S. Geological
Survey predicted that our
petroleum
resources
were
being rapidly depleted, and the

tempt to further its own shortrun business objectives. And it
is this regulation and legislation
which has finally
and
inevitably produced the
economic chaos that the public
calls the "energy crisis."
Now to say that industry is
responsible for intervention in
petroleum is not to say that

Comments
Thursday, March 6, 1980
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Secretary
of
the
Navy
suggested - in the national
interest - that the nation's
crude oil fields be nationalized.
When
the
war-time
regulations ended so did the
energy crisis. Crude oil prices
increased to $3.50 by 1920 but
then fell rapidly throughout the
1920s. A nation that was running
out of oil in 1919 was awash with
oil by 1922.
In 1945 there was another
serious energy crisis. The
World War II price controls
produced severe shortages and,
again, it was announced that
the world was running out of oil.
Critics
argued
that
deregulation could not get us
more supply, but would only
produce "windfall" profits for
the monopolistic oil industry .
When the war-time controls
expired so did the energy crisis .
Prices of crude oil jumped from
$1.36 in 1946 to $2.57 in 1948, but
then fell in real terms almost 30
percent between 1950 and 1972.
A nation that was running out of
oil in 1945 was awash with oil by
1950.
Now we are being told again - that the end of the
petroleum age is at hand. Again
there is a "crisis" with all the
attendant events: waiting lines
at gasoline stations; arbitrary
"allocations" of supplies ; talk
of windfall profits if we
" decontrol "; and, as usual,
threats from government to
extinguish what remains of our
liberty should we fail to heed is
conservationist
propaganda.
And, of course, there is a final
consequence of the crisis: total
public bewilderment.
We will attempt to end that
bewilderment
here
by
unraveling
the
historical
origins of the present crisis. The
fundamental hypothesis to be
tested is that to a considerable
degree, the industry itself must
bear a primary responsibility
for our current difficulties.
Historically
a
substantial
amount of petroleum regulation
and legislation has been supported - in whole or in part by the industry itself in an at-

there is unanimity in the industry concerning the scope of
regulation; far from it. Nor is it
to say that all our current difficulties in energy are fully
traceable to industry-supported
controls. It is to say that these
historical interventions are the
primary cause of our current
energy difficulties and that the
industry itself, therefore, must
admit serious complicity with
respect to present energy
conditions.
Before we can properly
evaluate business's role in
petroleum regulation, it is vital
to understand the fundamental
nature of the market economy
and of the interventionist
process. In a free market buyer
and seller agree to an exchange
because they both expect to
gain some advantage from the
exchange. If the terms of exchange are not determined by
buyers and sellers, however,
but by the government, then the
assurance of mutual advantage
breaks down. Indeed, if the
government sets the terms of
exchange (price fixing, for
instance ), then some (buyers,
sellers ) are likely to gain advantages at the expense of
others (buyers, sellers, consumers).
Free markets also tend to be
efficient, since owners of
resources are led by selfinterest and competition to
adjust their "outputs" and
prices
so
that consumer
demand is fulfilled at the least
"cost."
Government
intervention
upsets both the efficiency and
the
mutual
advantages

associated with free market
arrangements.
Since
interventionism
necessarily
interferes with
market pricing, it distorts the
information that free market
prices are meant to convey
concerning actual benefits and
costs. Indeed, it is impossible to
discover what the highest
valued use for resources are (or
what the " cheapest" techniques
of
production
are )
when
government
intervention
determines prices or when
resources
are
forcibly
" allocated " by the State. In
short, the production process
that occurs in a politically or
bureaucratically
managed,
interventionist industry (or
economy) is necessarily arbitrary and inefficient.
Historically, the attitudes of
business people toward a free
market economy (and toward
interventionism) have been
ambivalent. On the one hand
the
market
system
has
sometimes been supported
because it has allowed new
entry, economic growth, accumUlation, and the attainment
(based on merit) of social
positions of wealth and power
within the industrial order.
Conversely, however, large
segments of business have
typically regretted the freedom
of the market since that
freedom has tended to generate
great insecurities for acquired
wealth and position. The very
same freedom and open entry
that some employed to gain
wealth is also used by others to
quickly dislodge established
wealth's position. And since
pragmatism rules the business
house, it is not surprising to see
particular business interests
opposing
the
so-called
" cruelty" or "inefficiency" of
unregulated competition, and
instead favoring governmental
intervention, especially
intervention that lessens competition and-or restricts entry
into an established market.
Thus many business groups
have
favored
legal
interventions such as tariff
protection, import quotas and
prorationing,
governmental
enforcement of "codes of
ethics" ( a typical cover for
anti-competitive
state
regulations), minimum pricefixing, licensing and various
other
restrictions.
Such
restraints are especially typical
of the political economy of the
American petroleum industry.

Calendar of Events
TUESDAY
BEU. Y-UP WITH THE BOARD
Tuesday . 8 :00 p.m. atlhe Allie Lounge.

UMR PISTOL CLUB
The UMR Pistol Club is currently meeting on Tuesday nlghls from 6:30·
8:30 p.m . in the basement of the ROTC building t located between the UMR
Library and the Eleclrical Engineering building ). All those interested or e
welcome to stop by. If you have any questions call 3&1·8435.
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Energy Crisis: A History
By Dr. ARMENTANO

student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

Once upon a time there lived a king named Midas. One day,
after finding favor with mighty god Bacchus; Midas was
offered any gift he desired. Unhesitatingly, Midas asked that
everything he should touch would be turned to gold. This wish
was granted.
Midas delighted in his golden touch, transforming
everything within his reach. Then he became hungry and
ordered a sumptous meal. He reached for a piece of fruit and,
to his astonishment, it too turned to gold.
The king then realized that in his rashness he had grasped
for something that apparently brought immediate good, but
Which, if continued, would hasten his death .
W Seeing the drastic results that awaited him, Midas pleaded
~ with Bacchus to take back the ·gift' . In his great mercy, the
; ~~~c~acchus freed Midas from the blight of the Golden

k
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The people have asked the 20th century gods to guarantee a

R f air working wage.
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it Illegal
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less
than
$3.10
hour
people
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worth less
than
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hour
to IW.

>' an employer now become worth nothing - and unemployed).
.
Deny on-the-job traIning to those with the lowest skills by ,
• pricing their servIces out of the market, hence denying them
the opportunity of reacblng even the first rung of the em- ~
& ployment opportunity ladder. One result bas been to drive the ~
M black teenage unemployment rate from about 8 percent to Iii
~ well over 'S1 percent since World War II. For example:
U After the January 1978 minlmumwage Increase, the
National Restaurant Association surveyed 2,000 of ita
:.' members. 78 percent reduced man-hours, 63 percent laid off
~, people, and over half bought equipment to help reduce their
labor-force as a direct result of the forced wage jump.
A series of minlmum wage hikes in Wasbington D.C. forced
the Marriott hotel and restaurant chain to clOlle 14
restaurants and to fire 1,300 employees, one-third of whom
were minority youths.
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Bacchus and Midas have faded into the mists of the past,
:) but still the people yearn for the Golden Touch from the 20th
W century gods ...
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Bacchus, where are you when we need you?
And so the people continue to ask for more solutions
through regulatIOns, and the 20th century gods contmue to
grant theIr WIshes.
Sources.
US News & World Report.January IS, t979
Fortune.January 29.1979
Wall Street Journal. August 15. 1979
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Russia And
Afghanistan
By THOMAS PAYNE

Dr. Payne is Assistant
Professor of Political Science at
Hillsdale CoUege, HIllsdale,
Michigan
As the Soviet Union tightens
its grip on Afghanistan with
cold e[ficiency and purpose, we
should not forget the ritual
chanted
predictably
by
luminaries both in this country
and abroad that this will be the
Soviet
Union's
Vietnam.
Similar predictions were made

by similar luminaries about the
Soviet-Cuban involvement in
Angola, and although antiCommunist guerrillas remain
in the field in that African
nation, they have not been as
effective in thwarting Soviet
policy objectives as the Viet
Cong were against the United
States. For a number of
reasons , the
rebellion
in
Afghanistan is even less likely
than the Angolan insurgency to
become anything like a Vietnam .
Those who would persist in
(Continued on next Page)

C.G.s.
The Council of Graduate Students will hold a regular meeting on Tuesday.
March It, t!ll!U at :; :30 p.m . in the Missouri Hoom of the Unlversily Center
East. Oflicer nominal ions will be made and we ar e sti ll looking lor people to
serve on important U·wide comm ittees . All in terested graduate students are
urged to allend . Refreshments will be served .
KAPPA MU EPSILON
Kappa Mu t,;ps,lon will have its monthly meeting on Tuesday. March tl ,
6 :30 p.m . in Room 209 M·CS. All prospective members and members are
invited. Refreshments will be provided.

Continued again on pg . 7
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Afgha n istan

centraliz ing tendencies of the
Commun ists in Kabul. the
capital. Repeated efforts at
unificatio n in a common front
by the various tribes and groups
resisting the Commun ists had
failed in the months precedin g
the invasion . Moreove r. even
the unity of the Viet Cong was

(Continu ed from Page 4)
equating the Vietnam war with
the
Afghan
rebellion
are
deluded by the myth that the
Viet Cong's war was a spontaneous uprising of the Vietnamese people against foreign
dominati on. In fact. the Viet
Cong were a highly discipline d
political moveme nt with a wellorganize d army. linked to
Moscow through Hanoi and
engaged in the simulatio n of a
popular uprising. Viet Cong
success required four things:
First. the simulatio n of a
popular insurgen cy in order to
divide America n opinion about
the war and confuse America n
strategy; second. a highly
organize d. centrally controlle d
army. operating like a guerrilla
force; third. inviolable sanctuaries. which served as supply
depots and staging bases; and
fourth. support from external
powers. primarily China and
the Soviet bloc.
The Afghan rebellion . of
course, is a true popular
rebellion . Of that there can be
no doubt. However . the very
condition s which gave rise to it
make it very difficult for the
Afghans to unite into a centrally
directed and effective guerrilla
force. The Afghans are a people
of tribal loyalties and local
patriotis m who fight among
themselves and who have
always resisted central rule.
One of the causes of the antiMarxist rebellion has been the

forged only with great difficulty
during the course of a long
struggle against the Japanese
and French. It is unlikely that
the Afghans will achieve such
unity soon enough to be effective against the Soviets. It
would only be possible if they
were organized by an agency
indiffere nt to Afghan domestic
quarrels , and hence foreign.
Such an agency might be
Pakistan i,
or
possibly
America n.

Page 5

Laotian
and
Cambodian
neutralit y and to refrain from
attacking Viet Cong units based
in those countries . The Soviet
Union. however. has ample
means at its disposal to prevent
Pakistan from becoming such a
sanctuar y. and no one should
doubt that it has the will to use
these means. The most direct
way is a policy of pursuing
Afghan rebels across the
Pakistan i border.
Other and more subtle means
are also available . They are
primaril y
diplomat ic
and
military
pressure on
the
Pakistan is not to permit the use
of their territory as a sanctuary. Pakistan 's old enemy
and the Soviet Union's old
friend, Indira Gandhi. has given
ominous indication s of the role
India might play in such a
scheme. In 1971. Mrs. Gandhi
made war on Pakistan in order
to separate the dissident
Bengalis in East Pakistan , now
called Bangladesh, from their
union with West Pakistan . The
Soviets lent Mrs. Gandhi en-

thusiasti c political support in
her very deft campaig n against
the Pakistan is. In what remains
of Pakistan after Mrs. Gandhi
finished it there are plenty of
ethnic dissidents left to provide
Mrs. Gandhi with the material
for a repetition of her 1971
success
in
dismemb ering
Pakistan . especiall y if the
Soviets encourage her. The
Pakistan is will have to think of
this before going too far in
supportin g the Afghan rebels.
These are by no means
conclusiv e argumen ts against
giving as much aid as is prudent
to the Afghan rebels. Even if the
cause of the rebels were futile.
the Soviets should be made to
pay in as much blood as can be
extracted from them for the
rape of Afghanis tan.
However. no one should expect the Afghan rebellion to
confuse Soviet policy and undermine Soviet will in the way
the Vietnam War did to the
United States.

© Public Research , Syndicat ed,
1980

SUB
Sc rip ts
(Continu ed from Page 2)
p.m. Tickets for the concert will
be available in the Universi ty
Center all of next week. Sale
hours are from 9:30 a.m. to
1:30 p.m .. MTW. and from 9:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m., ThF. Prices
are $2.00 for students, two per
1.0., and $5.00 for general ad"1'C' '''; '' ' ~

A SUB sponsored racquetb all
tournam ent is SCheduled to
start on March 17. A sign-up list
is posted on the SU B bulletin
board in thE' Univer.s ity Center.
Appplica tions
are
now
available in the Student Union'
Board office for SUB officers
and directors . Elections will be
March 27, for officers, and April
3, for directors .

APRIL

LAST

CHANCE

Furtherm ore. it is unlikely
that the Soviet Union will allow
either Pakistan or Iran to
become the sort of sanctuar y
that Laos and Cambodia were
to the Viet Congo These sanctuaries were available only
because the United States
Governm ent was willing to
respect the legal fiction of

6 days/ 5 nights in the Oceanfr ont Hotel
Parties & activitie s, Disney World option
Round trip party bus transpo rtation

ONLY $189

Drive 'N Save Package s Availab le (w/ o bus)
For more informa tion. call: Steve Fischer 364-2622 . 364-9823

H.... PPy W .... KES

Ro.e. Are Reddish

Good Riddance Snake.,
Prepare For Your Wakes.
Rolla Mlasau,
Has No Fear Of You,
Saint Pot', Board's
Shamrock Clad Hordes

Mum. Are Whitish

RONALD McDON ALD will be
in St, Pat's Parade. After the
parade, he will greet all his
friends at McDona ld's and
perform his magic tricks.
St. Patrick'. Board. UMR

Will selt genuine 51 . Pot's bvltons , ste<:king cops ,
go rlers . sweatsh irts , bas.boll hots , elc . 01
McDonold's-Rolla March 1 and March 8 from 9:30
a .m . 1111 I p.m . Reminder : St . Pot's Day " It's a day

Shillelagh. leoded

Snakes Behead.d

10 b. s••n , weori n ' yovr kelly gr•• n ."

SUND .... y

UMR Men', Intramural.~February
Alhlele of Ihe Week
Team of Ihe W_k
Mike Newberg·Com pus
aelo Sigma Psi
Dean Nebrake· aela Sig
Campus Club

. TUESD .... y
SLOGAN NIGHT

TRICK NIGHT

- Miller wrOle hIS fOlh er
No mon no lun .
your son

"Ther.·s more in ,h. middle
of on Egg McMuffin than on
egg in Ih. m iddle of
a muffin ."

The 10lher ons wered
How sad 100 bod
your dod '

Say it In 1 sec:o.,ds, wlll a
bog of Ir ies .
6 p .m .. q p .m .

Trick with cords · w in a bog
of 'ries . Trick wilh coin .
wIn a burg.r . Make
yourself di,opp.ar .win a
breokfa,' . 6 p .m .· q p .m .

UMR MEAL PLAN

UMR MEAL PLAN
DUflng losl lerm fina l
exams one qU.Sfoon wos
"Whot causes a
d.preulon?" On. Miner
wrOle . "God' knows I I
don·I. Merrt Chri,tmas :
Paper come bock ..... '11'1
pro!", noiOlion . "God gel'
100. you get I.ro. Hoppy
N.w Year ."

M,k. And.r,on ··An
Ifllhmon by the nom. of
POI P.nd.ng
U~R MEAL PLAN

",

.

SLOGAN NIGHT

UMR MEAL PLAN

30

Min e r Would you call for
help " , ! fl ed ' 0 k In yo u ?
Coed

Do you need help'

14

ChOOlY chees e choo,ers
always s oy che.,e please
when they choo\e Ihe
(he.,e In Ih.
c heeseburger~

Bob Schne.der

Well II you
gIve Iw.nly ',ve cen" 10 a
(o uple 0' tromp' Ihol s a
quorle. '0 Iwo

17

SLOGAN NIGHT

Two all beel po'h.,
specIal 50uce . 1~lIu(e .
(h . . ,e. p,ckle, . onIons on
a se,ome s.ed bun .
Soy II ''''' 1 seconds ·w,n 0
bog of fr,el .
6 p .m .. q p m

23

Miner prol T,me IS
money How do you prove

"To lop oH a pleasonl day .
Treol yourself 10 our
f i,h·O ·f ilei .

BEARD NIGHT
10
SHillElAGH NIGHT 11
Honor 01 SI Pol's
Honor 01 51 . Pal's
Mole or female w ilh beard ·
Anyon. (mole or female )
wIn a bog of itlel Green ..... ilh shillelogh .w'n a bog
01
beord· y."n a breakfasI .
frie , Shillelogh w ith "mode
6 p .m .q p .m
in Japan" l l icker win a
Th.re 10 one Ihlng w. can I
breakfast . 6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
m.n"on .nuf .
"McDonald', fame ealy 10
Our McDonald', crew really Ct'IolYle.
8 ig Mon. 'hoke,
knows the" ~Iufl ."
and the greOI"I 'rie, :'

16

UMR MEAL PLAN

M,n.r prol 'Who I~ the
greale,1 Invenlor Ihe world
has ever known?

4

Soy

a.

M( Oonald s
7 ~ e ( ond~ · w l n a
bog 0 1 frIe s
6 p m .q p m .

.1 III

WHISTlER S NIGHT

31

Wol' wh lSTle ·w ln a bog of
'fles Whlltle D,.,., wln a
burg. r
6 p m .· q p m
In Ihe ' pong a young
man, loncy lurn~ 10 8 ig
Mo n

CALL OF THE WILD 1t
NIGHT Wolf howl · .... in a
bog of 'ries. Torian y.U .
.....in a burger. Coyote howl ·
.... in a breakfoll . 6·q p .m .
"Com. as 0 llonger . 10
Rollo . Minou .
leave as a friend our
derks will plea,. you :'
QUIZ NIGHT

25

I 01 3· .... IIl a bog of I"e, .
3 01 3 ,wln a burger
6 p .m . . q p .m
'Wonder who I happens 10
hungry J,lIs and jocks?
They 1I0ck 10 McDonald s
lor Big Man :'
BIRTHDAY PAR.TlES
W. co,.r 10 all age s
No fun ! No Muss
'
Call U\'
3"1 2 1BO· Ask lo r
Sharon o r monog. r
McDonald s blflhdoy cokes
available lo r hom. porl les

FRID .... y
BUBBLE GUM NIGHT
One inch bubb le ·w in a bog
o f frIe s . Three Inch bubble ·
w in a bu rge r. Five IIlch
bubble· WI n a breakfOSI
6 p .m .. q p .m
"Yo ur dol.·s ol D- yo u r
pul l e Slorl l to qUIcken .
Now's your chance- gel
her a McCh icken ."

CANDLEliGHT NIGHT
"A nil. 01 Ihe Waldo rf 01
Mc Donold's price s ."
6 p .m .. 9 p .m .
. To Impress your prelly
little CoHeen .
Toke her 10 McDo nold's
wearin' your green ."

"'t isn' t Irue Ihat
1
a woman always
has Ihe lost
" If
wo
rd
.
Sometime'
you
"Does Ihe raJo r hurl . sirT' shes
refuse
inquired Dove anxiously . lalking 10
me." he
"Can'l s oy ." r. pl ied the
anolher
s wore . " I
VIc tim I. Sllly , bUI my
s holl d i. ...
foc e does ."
She re'used h Im .
Sillty years 10ler
he died.
GOlDEN ARCHES ClUB 14
ST PATRICK'S PARADE 15

GARTER NIGHT
12 CANDlELIGHT NIGHT
13
Honor of St . Pot',
Gorie r on arm ·win a bog at
"A 81g Mac. a , hoke and
Art hie (GA No . 110). ""I
'roel . Garl.r 0'" th'gh ,wln a
thou :'
ha ve no w~:~~'.ld on my
burger . Green ha ir &
6 p .m .. q p .m
gorier . wIn a breoklosl
8i11 (G,A No . 111 ). "How do
6 p .m .. q p ,m .
"Scrambled eggs . sausage. you keep Ih. w ind. ra in or
" Night or day . w.·re
and has h brown .
s now tram h.tting your
plea.ed 10 soy .
Slorl Ihe day w ith a Imile
face ? "
We have Ihe frl.ndliest
nary a 'rown' "
Archie . "I rid. 11'1. bus ."
clerks in the U.S.A ."
IMITATION NIGHT 19
CANDLEliGHT NIGHT 20 Annett. CorulO .... olked 21
Imitate a movie slar ·win a
through Ihe paddock with
bog '01 fr ies . Im ilole on
"Condl.s . table clolh • . soh
h.r dog , when O/"Ie entrt
on imol · ...... n a burger . 1m ·
mUlic . you·r~. on your
topped her on 11'1. shou lder .
ilole a loughing hyena . win
a breakfast . 6-9 p .m .
..
"Bus drov.rs ~now Ihe
a lhoo In .'' ""That's the firsl
' core.
"Our sundotts are lik. a
tim. I .v.r heard a horse
Their passengers lnsisl breath of spring :'
lalk ." s aid Anne"e . "Me
the McDonold's Slore:'
100." 'aid Ih. dog.
LAUGH NIGHT
CANDLftlGHT HIGHT 17
26

6P.~~.~· p.m.

laugh lor 30 seco nds · win a
bog 01 frIes Lough 'or a
m,n ule·wlll a burger
6 p .m .q p .m .
'Over SOOO McDonald's 10
s er ve yo u & yo urs .
Flt s l do n eal ing o~.
cro n country 101,1(\

CREW BIRTHD .... YS
Mar . S·ConSlonce DaVIS
Mar II · Belh WeI n baum
Mo r l B· Je rr y Tho r nh Ill
Mar 1O· Doug"e,
Mar 78.Morly WeInbaum
Mar ~ . R o g e r Lombelh
Mar 3 ' ·Debble Biram

' Perf.ct s ethng 'or a greal
famIly meal :'
6 p .m .· 9 p .m .
. EQg McMull in a break los I
5en,allo n .
Number one In Ih i5 greal
nOI.on ."

SIg n Births lo ne
Pl SC.5 Aquomoflne
Pisces Aquamarine
P,sces Aquamarine
PISce s AquomOflne
Aftes Aquamari ne
Ane, Aquomo ri ne
Arle\ Aquomor ine

Crew Person of the Month

IVANA HARRIS

S....TURD .... y

DAVE 'S BARBER SHOP
(Rollo's Clip JOInt)

~~~!.I:~~rt~:-:r:' ~;

Nick Pr., Ion . ''When yo u
we re away , I heard a
burglar . You should ha ve
,.en m. go down,loirs .
Three 5teps 01 a l ime :'

Today if you wear the
gr.en and 'ind a pretty
ColI_n . qu ickly kiss Ihe
Blarn.y sIan • . reword, that
only ,h. Irish ho ve known .
o Ronald will be 01
MacDonold after Ihe
porod. and perform h is
fomou, magic Iricks .
SECR.ETARIES
RighI answer w ins a
breakfa.l .
;"" /
J

22

;c I

U )/ Jtf../

.::=====

) / ' d-- )( "
Answer
..
Nalnlit _
Fill 01,11 & hand 10 monog.r .

Men's Tug of War, Women's Basketball
Relay Champion. will be on ....prll
Calendar

SECRETARY OF THE MONTH
DElIND.... MARLING

Secretarle. Corner

Regular m_ling NSA Morch 11 . For Information .
call 3<11 · 4171. "5.cretades Day" is n.1I1 month ,
April 23 . Do ,omething nke for your ,ecretary .
,.nd her 10 on NSA seminar . Call Norma.
3<11 ·"202 .

..... oadatlon for Block Student.-UM R
Pr ..... t. "BLACK CULTURE WEEK"

3· 24 , Mon .·Movie "Men in Blond." 7 p .m . . St. Pot's
Bollroom . 3·15, Tues .·OMR jau enMmbl .. 8 p .m .
Cenlenniol HolL 3·16. Wed.-lec:lure "JuHan Bond"·
7:30 p .m .. Centennial Hall. 3· 27 . Thurs .·Tol .... t
Show·7:30 p .m .. St . Pot', aollroom . 3·:28 . Frl.· Mulic
"Smoot Family Slnge-rs" ·7 :30 p.m .. St . Pot',
lallroom . 3·19. Sot .· 8Gnquef. 4 p .m .. Holiday Inn,
,peck., '"Leonard Martin , districi stoff suo.rvilOr ,
Southwestern a.11. Afle' banquet: ball. 9 p .m .,
Holtdoy Inn . Entertainmen t to be announced .
lanqu.tllcke r. $11.00. Contact Dwight Jones ,
364·5781 for ticker. and mfo .

L.O.V.E.

Mayor McForlond proclClilm, March 3, 1qeo ......Ip
L.O . V.E . Help Week". Statton KTTR mCM'othon
bevin' March 3 to ro". $14,000 for Locol .
Organizotlon for Vor~1
.
Em.rgencies . Purpole.lo be o b j e t
to help those who n..-d helpimmedlat.ty to obtain heol , food .
'
clolhing and medicine, .
Now that's love l

Mln ionary in Ihe deep 29
jungle mel witch doclor
pounding hil drum 'urious·
Iy . Miuionary . wilh some
Ir.pidotion . "Wha" s up?"
Witch dOCIor . "We have no
We e.t.nd a 'peclol t"'onk you to
.....ol.r :· Miuio nory . "So
alii Key A .D. & balk.tball coach :
you're proyi ng 'or ra in? "
Anne". Coruso . women's
Wilch doclor , " No . I'm
boskelboll coach : Oew.y Allgood , trock ~h and
intromurals d irector: the Intramural council and all
''''e oth.r coache' involved . for nol only moking
the baskelboll .eoson delightful bul also for their
dedicotion 10 th. half time actl ... itl •• such o. Ih.
51'1001 Out • . Tug at War , ond the Women 's
Ba,ketball Layup R.layl .

for Grade & Junior High School

It you were galng through the woods. which would
you rather have , 0 lion eol you or a b.or?
Answer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nomo.___

~~---~~~~--

Fill out and g i.... 10 mgr .. win a bog of ffln .
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Answ ers

Puzzle

A

Thursd ay, Januar y 31, 1980
( Continued From Page 19)

equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receivin g a
'II
.
'~==~,....-~,,:

~ ~ n a

,.. :l I

Ij

student 's attention on tile part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professo r
~nmn'il'Jt,.Ac" thA nl"'nhIAft't hut

La w Tells His Sto ry
By DR. DAVID A. LAW
Assoc. Professo r of Russian
Last Septemb er I arrived in
( formerly
Volgogra d
Stalingra d) to spend a year's
teaching
leave
sabbatic al
English at the Volgogra d
Pedagog ical Institute. But on
January 12, 1980, I returned to
Rolla after being evicted from
the Soviet Union for allegedly
anti-Sovi et activities . I was a
victim of the " hate America
campaig n" which accompanies
the renewed militaris m in the
Soviet Union.
Seven years ago I spent my
sabbatic al at the same Institute
and complete d my assignme nt
without any adverse incidents .
This time I started mv work

without any sign ificant change
in assignme nt or treatmen t, but
quickly I noticed a much
hate
attitude of
stronger
towards American s in the
movies, on posters, and even at
concerts . This new attitude
States'
United
emphasiz ed
unemplo yment. race riots, sex
perversio n, and murder in the
streets. So I quit attending
movies and concerts and tried
to ignore the propagan da by
concentr ating on my teaching
at the Institute.
But the condition s at the
Institute changed also. About
the first of October they said
that I was uncoope rative, when
I would not include their
propagan da
defamat ory
against America in my lec-

F ea tu re s
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St. Pat Lea ves Irel and
In Rou te to Rol la

tures. The dean of foreign
language s also said that I was
anti-Sovi et
distribut ing
literature to students, when all
that I had done was to loan a
Bible to a student for two days.
Seven years ago I had talked to
several students about religion
and had loaned them a Bible
without any problem. Now,
allegatio ns
these
however ,
resulted in my being ostracize d
by students, except for one
student who was assigned to
report my activities to the dean.
and
criticism
Such
allegatio ns continued and intensified, even though I tried to
conform and cooperate. I was
called in several times to talk
with the rector, the top official
of the Institute, when the
teachers complain ed about my
teaching . And he continued to
repriman d me for anti-Sovi et
activ ities, even though I was no
longer talking to students about
America or showing them my
Bible. But he was not specific as
. to what these activities were.
He had told me that I had a
right to attend church on
Sundays, and that was the only
other thing that I could construe
as anti-Sovi et activities .
During Christma s week the
pressure against me reached its
highest intensity , but I did not
know why . I had no knowledg e
of the Soviet invasion into
Afghanis tan until I arrived
home. But now I realize that all
the harassm ent was directly

David law
related to this military build-up
and the actual invasion. The
rector was trying to make me
resign and go home, and when I
did not do so. he told me to write
a letter stating that "I was
voluntar ily requestin g to go
home." It was only after I wrote
this letter and signed it that he

again treated me properly . In
fact. they seemed to be too nice
to me, and I was complete ly
baffled by the change of attitude . Now I know that they
wanted me to leave without any
mark against their records and

(Continu ed on next Page)

Headqu arters, Ireland
March 5th ( 11:00 p.rn.)
As Oi am about to sthart on me jarney for Rolla,
Mizzour ay, to pay me visit to the stewedg ents au the
Mizzour ay Skule at Rolla. Oi that oi would sind on
worrd to me good frinds au Mizzour ay Miner.
Bay shure that the wither man presints yee with
good wither. Tell the colleens to get out all au the day
and make all me boys happy.
They silliction ye made au a queen for me to honor is
most pleasing to myself, but warn her while the wurld
calls me aUld, Oi've still got a young hart in me brist in
spite of me gray hars.
Me activitie s wid the ingineer s awi the world over
has kept too beesy to veesit ye oftener then once a
yar, but Oi'm shure the good toimes we'll have
togethe r will kale up the spirit au kin fer another yar.
II will be with a hart full of fun and joy Oi'll greet ye
awl at this yar's festivitie s.
Annuall y yours,
ST. PATRIC K

Pr o Rally
By DAVE KELLEY
Once again, this weekend the
100 ACRE WOOD NATION AL
PRO RALL Y' is being held here
in Rolla, Mo. Reigning as the
1979 Rally of the Year. judged
by the contestants and officials,
the first rally of the 1980 season
is to start late Saturday afternoon at BARNIT Z PARK
near McDonal d 's on Kingshig hway . The type of rallying involved is the continen tal brand,

sim il ar to road racing on loose
surfaces . except that the cars
are running at interva ls instead
of wheel -to-wheel. Also. rather
than an artificia l closed course
a couple of miles in length
(which a driver can quickly
m emorize) . a proper rally will
cons ist of a dozen or so actual
road sections called 'special
sections ' as much as 25 miles
long. Ordinary public highways
and secondar y thorough fares
are used to get from one special

section to the next at modest.
lega l speeds and are called
·transien t sec tions' . On the
special sections. which are
traffic
regular
to
closed
tempora rily. drivers race the
clock. Every hundreth of a
minute of elapsed time counts
aga inst them as a penalty
score. so the quickest man wins.
It is also possible to get un wanted points on the transien t
sec t ions. Even though the
a
given
are
contesta nts
generous free-time allowanc e.
app roximate ly 20 minutes to
travel IS miles. it 's bad news for
the one who needs to change a

flat tire or straighte n some
sheet m etal bent during the last
special section . Sometim es a
service crew for the contestan t
will take a wrong turn or get
lost and delay the rally car.
although the organize rs provide
a detailed route book to avoid
such things . Certain intervals of
the r ally are provided to give
the contestan ts and service
crew time to fix and-or tune the
car. These cars are supposed to
be street legal. but the more
co mpetitive ones are highly
tuned. lightweig ht and very
powerful . Rallies are usually
run at night. starting late in the

day and finishing early in the
morning . Since the course is supposed to be secret and no
practice is allowed. these rallv
drivers feel their sport is more
relative to the everyday driver
since they are prepared for the
worst and deal with sudden
changes . With crash helmets on
and safety belts fastened, and
the precision clock running. the
two man tea m awaits the
navigato r
A
countdow n .
driver
the
complcm ents
because a second pair of eyes
ar e needed to follow the route

(Continu ed on next Page)
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Calendar of Events

(Continued from Page 6)

ClUEPSILON
Chi (';psilon, the N,ltional Civil (,;ngineering Honor ~'raternit y. will have a
general membership meeting on Tuesday, March II in Room 11 7 C('; al 4::lO
p.m. All members and pledges should attend . If you want a Chi ~ps ilon T·
shirt. sign up on the rirst floor Chi (';psilon display case in " ". .. '" "Idin g.

book, to read the odometer and
check the gauges on the engine
conditions. Powerfully brilliant
quartz
lights
pierce
the
darkness and the vehicle
rockets down the narrow forest
trail the instant the checkpoint
official yells "Go!"
. It 's a blast to watch and
spectator points are arranged
on these special sections by the
organizers
to
allow
photographers and fans see how
the different cars and drivers
compete at an exciting point of
the course such as a hill, turn ,
dip, an intersection or a combination thereof. If you are
interested then come out to the
Place Drawing for the competitors at Holiday Inn on
Martin Spring Dr. , Friday nite
at 8 p.m. and talk to a club
member or corne out Saturday
afternoon to the park for the
start of the rally at 3 p.m. We
also need some workers, so
those willing to participate
should also corne out then or on
Saturday morning during tech
inspection at the DreSSing
::hevrolet Dealership.

WENESDAY
MIDNIGHT BRUNCH ATTKE
Co· sponsored by Tau Kappa (,;psilon Fraternity and Kappa Delta Sororit y.
there will be a biscuits and gravy midnight dinner a l TK~ on Wednesday.
March 12 Irom 11 :00 p.m.·2:oo a .m. Tickets arc on sale now lor onl y onc
dolla r and all proceeds will go toSt Jude Children's Resea rch Hospita l

It Happened Here
50 years ago this week
MSM joins newly organized college entertainment circuit.
25 years ago this week
Russ Morgan's Band to provide St. Pat 's musical entertainment.

15 years ago tills week
Clydesdale team to be in St. Pat's parade.

5 years ago tills week
3rd annual Theta Tau Casino Night to be held at armory.

11 a.m.-9 p .m .'

Forum Plaza

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

. 8 Oz . Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

APO BOOKSl'ORE
The APO Bookstore is still returning money and unsold books left Irom this
semester 's sales. If you have not yet picked up your money OJ' books. call
Greg Grinr!;nger i1t 364·484 1. Receipts are void a lter March H.
FACULTY, STAFF GOLF LEAGUE
Sta ll Goll League will start March 20 and will play every Thur·
sday night Tee 011 at 5: 15 p.m. sharp and will play 3·man scramble using
best ball. (,;ntry lee is $5.00. Please return entry blank by March 14 or call
Goll Shop at 34 1·4217.
~'ac ult y,

NATIONAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY COI\lPETITION
Engineering' students : You 're invited to compete in a national Energy
Elliciency Competition . Urban Scientilic and Educational Research is ac·
cepting applications until March 30, 1980. 11 you think you can design a water
heater , relrigerator·lreezer, or air-conditioner that saves energy, you could
win national awards . For more inlormation contact USER at P .O. Box 19112,
20th Street Station, Washington, D.C. 20036. That USER, Box 19112, 20th
Street Station, Washington. D (. 2tXl:l6.
ENGINEERING IN TRAINING EXAMINATION
11 you are a student graduating Irom an accredited engineering curriculum
in May , June or December, 1980, you are eligible to take the Engineering in
Training Examination on Saturday, April 19, 1980, Irom 8:00 a .m. to 5:00 p.m .
at the University 01 Missouri-Rolla.
Application lorms lor the Ell' are available in the Civil Engineering altice,
Room III 0/ the Butler·Carlton Civil Engineering Hall. The application must
be completed and mailed, along with a check lor $10.00 directly to :

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
20~ West

12th St.

Shaft
Open 1 p .m .-l a .m . doily

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

Rolla, Mo.

364-3710

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine
Rolla, Missouri

HOT SANDWICHES
HOT CHILI

~~...

THEY'RE THE
SONG OF LOVE
Tell her you care with these
14K yellow gold lovebird
earrings, and our matching
pendant, with diamonds.
Lovebirds, designed by
Jewelmont .. . truly a gift of
real affections.

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream.

NODAY

The deadline lor applications is March 5, 1980.

the
Officers'
House
for
briefings. I was seeing too much
and thereby learning too much
for the comfort of the Soviet
officials. For these reasons
Moscow ordered the Rector of
the Institute to get me out of the
Soviet Union.

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

CAVING CLUB
The M.S.M. Spelunkers' Club will meet the Wednesday after St Pat's at
6: 15 in 305 Norwood.

Missouri Board 0/ Architects
Prolessional Engineers and Land Surveyors
P .O. Box 184
Jellerson City , MO 65101

Law's Story
Stalin, and it was the greatest
(Continued from Page 6)
tribute to Stalin in 25 years.
that they were apparently being
Since the Soviet invasion of
instructed from Moscow to do
Afghanistan in December and
this.
the subsequent maSSing of
Looking back on this series of
troops on two fronts against
experiences, I have learned
h:'!l1, the aggressive directjO.1LQ!
that a ' new policy toward
this new leadership is becoming
Stalinism in the Soviet Union is
clear. It is a reckless and worlda result of the change of
threatening direction, which
leadership in ti)e Politburo.
should alarm all Americans.
Even though these Changes
And why did I become a
have not been publicly anvictim of these new Soviet
nounced, it is evident by the
poliCies? First, I was a nonSoviet press that Yuri Andropov
communist American who was
teaching and
thereby
inis replacing Brezhnev and that
Dmitri Ustinov is replacing
fluencing the Soviet youth. I
Kosygin. Brezhnev is sick and
was a threat to their indoctrination program. Also,
senile, and Kosygin was not
seen in public for four months.
Since I had written the book,
The ascension of the other two
Russian Civilization, I was
members 'of the Politburo is . considered to knowledgeable
and too perceptive of Soviet
seen in pictures in Pravda when
they greet foreign dignitaries.
affairs. I endangered their
Yuri Andropov is the head of the
security by having ac.cess to too
KGB (secret police) and was
much information. And, lastly,
the Soviet ambassador to
I was living in Volgograd , which
Hungary in 1956 to reconis much closer to Afghanistan
solidate Soviet power after the
and Iran than Moscow or
Hungarian Revolt. Andropov is
Leningrad,
where
other
a Stalinist and a very dangerous
Americans
were
dOing
research . And Volgograd is the
man.
location of the only MVD
This resurrection of Stalinism
(police) Academy, and one of
was indicated in the December
21, 1979, issue of Pravda, which
the largest Soviet Army bases is
located about 50 miles southeast
carried a third-of-a-page article
of Volgograd. I frequently saw
on the looth anniversary of the
large groups of army officers
birth of Joseph Stalin. In
general, this article praised
and police who congregated at

Page 7
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can

n

~'~d_"",":::;:::::;==w,. o, . r,,.."k that one out~ceiving a

student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
"'.J\rnnli IlJdA_~

t.hA nrnhlAft'I
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Alice is a bitch

The members of Tech·E nglllc Cl ub are proud to
present Pa ul Dol an as our Sl. Pa t 's K ni ght. Pa ul is
currentl y Business Managcr for Te<rh·E ngine. He is
al so in voJycd in (;D l, Independen t' s Weekend Co m mi tt ee. and on the sl aff of (;O l 's ·Six ty·M lIlcr·

M i ke K lelh ly is a member of AcaCia }o'raterlll l y. H<.'
has held m any offices wi thi n the fratern ity sut:h as
pres ident . sc<:retary. junior treasure r . r ush cha irman.
int r amura l m anager . and GAD represen tatl vc . He has
al so been act ive in intram urals (or the house.

T he brot hers of Kappa Alpha an
Pa tri ck Thompson as thei r st uden
se r ved as Vice· President and SchCJ
K appa A lpha. and is a membc r of HI
Phi, and num erous other ca mpus orf .

MAT1'HEW BAEBLER
SIGMA PI
Sigma Pi is proud to elect Matthew Baeb lef to the
T he mem bers of RHA ar e proud La present Larry
Wel zel as their Honorary Knight of 51. Pat '5 . Larry has honor of Kn ighthood for St. Pal's 19m). M<.ltt has held
the
oUices of Vice-President. Hecording SCcretary.
been active in RHA fu nctions. while also bei ng active
in Blue Key. wrestli ng, M-Club, Tau Bela Pi, Rugby and Alumni Secretary of Sigma PI. In addllion. he has
Club. and several other organizatIOns. We feel that served as a past officer 01 bot h U·' .C. and Phi Eta
with Larry's record of service to the campus and R HS Sigma. and is cu r rently working <.IS the 1:reasurer for
that he is deserving of the privilege of becoming a Blue Key Fraternity. He has also bccn elected to
membership in the campus or ganizatIOns of Theta
K night of SI. Pat .•.
Tau, Pi Tau Sigma. and Tau Beta Pi. whi le holding
membership in ASM E and Newman Cl ub.
Matl'S years of campus leadership and schol as tic
excellence earned hi m the honor of being elected In to
this year's Who's Who Among College Si udents. Thus.
we the brothers of Sigma Pi feel Ali ce is C.I deser ved
culminati on to our brother 's accom plishment s.

Knights of Sain
Patrick
19

The men of Phi Kappa Theta are proud to nomlnale
Bro. David Weaver to become a st udent klllght of
Alice. As one to always accept a challenge. including
graduatIOn. Dave has lettered In varsity football. been
a member or S.M .E .. been secretary of M·Club. <.Ind as
sergeant·oC-arms protected Phi Kappa Theta against
any escapes. Currently Dave IS pledge trainer (or
Theta Tau O,:"ega an~ plaYing rugby . Graduating In
December with a milling degree. Dave began thiS
Journey to Alice five year:' ago from hiS home town of
Lebanon. Mo. Alice. receive thiS knight with all your
splendor!

Theta Tau Omega has ejected as tnelr representative
for Ailce Mark Sullentrop. "Suds" has served as
preSident. vice-president. treasurer. and calenda r
cha irm an (or Theta Tau . He has also served Kappa
Sigma as president. and vice-president and has been a
The Brothers o( Triangle are proud to present Todd
The reS idents of Thomas Jefferson Houslllg
member of the Soccer and Rugby Clubs. With all o( Williams as our student knlghl. Todd. a senIOr IIi
ASSOCiation would li ke to present KeVin Todd as th iS
these and the ability to gOOf around (or five and a half .chemical Engineenng. has done much (or our house.
year's Kn ight cand idate. Kevin IS a graduate studen t 111
years in Che mical Engineering. the members of Thet a He has served as ass istant treasurer. steward,
Chemicall:!: ngineer ing and IS the Head HA for T homas
Tau Omega are proud to be represented by Suds.
secrelary. and pledge tramer . lie has been a member Jefferson H all. He is also a member of A I Che. Alpha
of APO and he is also very athl etically incl illed. We feel Chi Epsilon and Omega Chi t:::ps llon.
Todd is well deserving of being one of the chosen few Lo
be knighted.

The mcn of Kappa Sigma are pro ~! Kick
Dulle as the i r Sl. Pat 's K mght for l !l il:seruor
In t-:lect n ca l E ngllleenng. and WII
ling m
May . He has been very active at Ka Ia.havmg
se r ved as chai rma n for the Ho~sc I ltml!, and
Greek Week Commlt l ees. lie has a -acllve on
campus. haVing served III hono ~ S('r.'ll~
fraternit ies IIIcl udlOg H KN and APC

11

We. the brothers of Theta XI }o'raternity. are proud to
present Keith Schumacher as our l~ S1. Pat's KllIght
candidate. Keith is well·deserving of the honor, having
participated fully in house activities. and has held
sever al offices in our house. including President.
House Manager. Secretary. Membership Recruitment
chai rman. and Pl edge I:!:ducator. He has ably
represented our fraternity on the Student Council. also.
Keith is a senior major i ng in Mechanical t:::ngineering.
and has a high scholastic standi ng, belonging to Pi Ta u
Sigma. the Mechanical Engi neer ing honorary
fr aternity. With all these accom plishments. we feel
Kei th will m ake an exceptionally fine knight candida te.

We. the men of Sigma Phi t:::p!)llon . proudly present
Joseph L . Thebeau as our student Knight o( St. Pat. Joe
plans to graduate in December of 1!:I8O with a Hachclor
of Science In Civll Engineering, He IS an acllvc
member on committees and an acllve parltclpant 111
IIlt r am ural footba ll and softball. He IS a membt'r of the
American Society of Civil Engineering. We feci tha t he
is a worthy candidate to become a Student Knigh t of S1.
Pat.

Te r ry "oUer is Beta 'Sigma p'srs Kni gh t ca ndidate
this year. Terry has done a lot for both ou r house and
fo r t he cam pus and we think he deserves th is
honor .... We just hope as short as he is he can climb out
of Alice.

We . the brothers of L>clta Sigma PhI. are pr oud to
present Lawrence Bell as our St udent Kn ight ror Sl.
Pat 's ·BU. BeS ides bc lOg preSident of our house (wi<.·e he
is active 10 many ca mpus organizations. some or whi t:h
incl ude I K. Clrcle- K , PI Tau Sigm a and ASME. La rry
has done a lot lo r Dell a Sig and UMH. and fo r these
r easons we feel he will make an outstanding dale for
A li ce .

T he m em bers of Ca mpus Club c 110

DaV id M. Lo re as thei r Sl. Pat's Sll
~r
Is a seni or in mining engineer ing. .L Ittvetjilve
Ca mpus Club·. Board of Control. St ~I. on

A PO . His ac tiviti es also i nclude VI' l!r.t ilIld
or
Soc iety of M i ning Engineers.
!he

TI

You can get

anything you \Nant
- iust a sk Alice.
The m en and women of the GOI are proud to an-,
nounce the GOI S1. Pat's Knight for 1980, senior M ar k
Smith. Mark Smith has been a mem be r of GOt for. four
years , and has served on the Board of Governors as an
oUicer, and has been active in intramural s and other
GDI (unction s. A s our selection for this yea r , we feel
that Mark exemplifies the true spirit of S1. Pat 's and

GD!.

T he represent ati ves m the UM I{ Interfra termty
Council ar e proud to present Ed L atimer to A li ce and
her Court. As the seni or Hep from Phi K appa T heta,
Ed ser ved as iFC Pres ident l ast fa ll sem ester. Other
aC hi evem ents include Pres ident of the Hugby Club.
Editor of the Miner, B lue K ey, Theta T au Om ega and
AI SCH E. Gradu ating in Dece mbe r with a M .S. i n
Chemical ~n g inee ring, Ed now perhaps m erits the
glory of A lice - or el se we shall see him with
so methin g other than his three-week -old spit cup,

The men of Alpha EpSilon Pi F r aternity are proud to
present Robert J . Wille as their candi date lor lhe
Knights of Sl. Patrick . Bob is currently a senior in ci vil
engineering and win receive his B .S, in M ay of thi s
year. Over the past years Bob has served the house in
the offices of Pres ident. Sec retary, Steward, and
house m anage r , He is also a m em ber of Chi Epsil on,
T au Beta Pi. A meri ca n Soc iety of Civ il I-.:ngineers
where he has served as treasurer and on severa l
com m i ttees. and the UM R Tra p and Skeet Club where
he is currently pres ident. With Bob's fine scholarship.
character and spi r it we feel he will make an out·
standing candidate (0 meet with the "Green of Ali ce" .

T he starr !lf the Missour i M iner is pr oud to give Bill
F r ank the opportuni ty to become an Honor ary Kni ght
of Sl. Pa trick. Bill has been a positi ve for ce in the
Miner since he j oined the staff as a freshman .
Currently he is the Editor ,in -Chief and has worked as
M anag ing Editor and Sports Editor. Bill has also been
a very active frater in T KE fo' r atern ity, He is cur r en tl y
president and has held the offices of ::ecr et ary,
histor ian, and scholarship chairma n. B i ll IS a
grad uating senior 10 Petro leum I-.:ngineeri ng and a
member of Pi Epsilon Tau Honorary. T he Miner woul d
like to tha nk the SI. Pat's Board for the oppo r tunity to
bestow the honor of Knighthood on one of our staff
members.
.

T he mem bers of the University of M issouri-Halla
Student Counci l are pleased to announce S. Dal e
McHenry as St. Patrick's Kn i ght for 1980, Dal e is
presently President of the Student Cou ncIl. as he was a
past member of the Appom tment and Appropriation
The brothers of Sigma Tau Gamm'a are proud to
Comm ittee. Dal e IS a stau nch defender of the students' present brother Ed Ellebracht as our student knight.
r ights and works daily to keep the student body's hand Ed is a graduating senior in E.E. and has served as
i n ca m pus government.
Litt le Sisl er's Chairman and V.P. of management for
Da le IS President of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity, Sig Tau . He is a member of APO. GAD. HKN, and
where he was also Steward. Dale's other campus ac· 1'81'1'. Ed has managed Lo earn a 3+ grade point
comp li shments Include memberships in the Chern E during his years at Holla whi le attending numerous
societies of AICHE and Omega Chi Epsilon. the activities at the Shaft, 209. and Bruno's.
englneenng honorary - Tau Beta PI. plus Phi Eta
We feel that brother Ellebrachl has earned this
Sigma. and Who's Who .
distinction and will represent Sig Tau wel l.

T he men of Ta u Ka ppa Epsilon are proud to 'bes tow
the honor of be mg kntghted to Mark S. Abernathy .
Mark has been act i ve 10 both fratern ity life and
campus actiVities. Mark has held several off ices In our
fratermty. such as house 'manager, pledge tramer, and
other Important committees . Mark has also been in_
vo l ved on campus. He IS an active member of Theta
Tau Omega, Inter collegiate Knights. and the Sport
Parachute Club. He also participates In many in_
tramural sports. Mark has done a lot for our house and
campus, fo'or thiS we thlOk he Will carryon the
traditional rendezvous With Alice.

T he Brothers of PI Kappa Alpha <l re proud to announce Hick Bay as our st. Patri ck 's Km ght. " Burl y"
is a se ni or 111 m echan ical engi neerin g and ca li s
M onroe. Connecticut home. Hick has se r vl.>d PiK A as
Secretar y and Vice PreS ident. as well as In intramurals. HIS mtramural s Incl ude: pool. pin g po ng,
tenni s. racketball . horseshoes. basketbiJlI . cross
country, and coaching football ,
A past NSPE Pres ident . Hick has also been In vol ved
in Pi T au Sigm a - the ME honorary, Intramur al
Managers ASSOCiation, Blue K ey Honor fo'r aternity,
and as Secretary of the Interfraternity CouncIl. We feel
that Hi ck deserves the worthy honor of a date with
Alice .

Wt'. thl' brothers 01 La lllbdill'lu '-\ lph~1. h~l\t' dlOSl'1l
<.;ary J . A lll slI1gl'r for till' SUPI'(.'Illl' honor of 1>t.'lng
KllI gll ted hy St. P ~t ~ n d IllS court III till S Yl'ar o( our
Lo r d t ~HO . (jary IS ~ Sl'lllO l' In CIvil I-;nglllecnng ~I t
UI\ IH "nd Iws bl~ n ve ry ac ll \'l' III our hOUSl' dU l'Ili g hl:-,
four Yl'UI'S 01 sd lOOI. Ill ' has he ld suc h OffICl'S ' IS Soe l :J 1
<.' h ~ lrm ~n. Sl'LTl'wry. ~ nd a Illember of till' eXt.'t·utn·('
ho~ rd 10 our l' h ~l p t cr . Un c'Jlnpus (j~ ry IS il Illl'lllht'r of
Theta ')':Ju Umeg:J Profess lon<.Ji fo'r", tcl'llIt )'. Wlil'rl' ht' IS
t'o-dlalflnan of tlls Cgly M~ n eh<.Jfl ty . II IS With grt.'al
~>ndl' th"'l Wt' presl'nt Gur)' as our student K lU gh!. fo r
tu s l'ont n buliOIlS to our (,.'h:J pt t'f and to thl' cam pus of
UM H <.J ft.' well desl'rn'{l.

T he men of Sigma Nu Will gr ace the court of SI.
Patrick by presenti ng Steven J . Fischer as Student
K night. Steve has exhibited fi ne leadership qualities
during his tenure at UMH by serving as Sigma Nu's
Commander. Rush Chairman. Social Chairman. intramural Manager. and assistant Treasurer. as well as
participating 10 severallOtramural sports. He earned a
varslly letter 10 SWimming, is a member of APO service fraterOlty and ASMI:i:, and has been PreSident of
the Racquetball Club. The Brothers of Sigma Nu
believe that Steve IS more than deserving of the honor
of being made KOIght of St. Patrick .

Picture Not

Available
DAVE HALL
DELTA TAU DELTA
We, the br others of Delt a Tau Delta. are
mi sch ievously pleased to pronounce David K. Hall as
our Honor ary K nigh t ca ndi da te. A senior i n Geo logi ca l
E ngineering, David has served in the house as
treasurer . and Sergea nt-at-A r ms. He IS a mem ber of
Theta T au, M ·Club, and A.E.G, We are cert ai n Dav id 's
accomplishment s on the football field and on ca m pus
will m ake a bi g spl ash wi th Ali ce.

The knighting ceremony for the students pictured here will take place at
2:00pm on March 15 at New Jackling Field. Be therel
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Pennario Performs
ROLLA, Mo. - Critics long
have
referred
to
pianist
Leonard Pennario as " The
People's Choice " and it's easy
to see why.
Not only does he bring excitement and virtuosity to each
of his performances, but he also
has tried to take his music to as
many people as possible.
And on Thursday , March 6, he
will bring that music to the
people of Rolla when he performs in concert for the second
time in the Remmers Special
Artist-Lecturer Series at 8 p.m.
in Centennial Hall, University
Center-East, on the University
of Missouri-Rolla campus. The
concert will be free and open to
the public.
In concert, Penna rio will
perform: Arabesque, Op. 18,
Robert
Schumann;
Five
Preludes, , Op. 28, Frederic

Chopin ; Sonata in B flat, Op.
Posth., ( Molto moderato, Andante
sostenuto,
Scherzo:
Allegro vivance con delicatezza
and Allegro rna non Troppo,
Franz
Schubert ;
Visions
F ugitives (selected pieces from
Op. 22 ), Serge Prokofiev;
Mazurk, Louis Moreau Gottschalk ; The Banjo, Gottschalk;
Pavane pour une Infante
defunte, Maurice Ravel; and
Fantasia quasi Sonata (Apres
une lecture du Dante) , Franz
Liszt.
The Remmers Special ArtistLecturer Series was established
through a fund set up by UMR
alumnus Walter E . Remmers
and his wife. The series is intended to bring prominent
speakers and performers from
a variety of fields to UMR to
enhance
the
academic
p·rogram .

Mayor Lou McFarland shown signing a proclamation declaring the week of March 10-16,
1980 St _ Patrick's Week_

Coffeehouse Review

Talent Night

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
. of Rolla

364-7428
By LINDA PONZER
vespite technical difficulties
the SU B student talent show
was indeed a success. Eight
talented acts gave their all in
the name of good clean entertainment.
First up for the evening was
Grady Woslsy . Grady hit some
bad luck - broke a string
during his first song and it
became his last. I for one would
like to hear Grady play at the
next cOffeehouse!
Next came veteran performers Steve Gwinn and Bart
Smith. This talented duo performed on a total of six different
musical instruments. The most
unique being the nose whistle.
Pi Kappa Alpha's duo of !FC
sing fame was next up on stage.
Mark Nealson and Don Anselm
could well be considered the
Simon and Garfunkle of UMR.
Their smooth, easy going
melodies soothed and pleased
the audience.
Back again on the UMR stage
was Bob Berri. Bob's performance this year far surpassed any of his past ones. He
was smooth and professional in
hi s r endition of " Wasn't It a
Party" as well as two of his own
songs. Well done Bob!
" A fri end of mine is going
Blind" w as sung next by
Wesley 's own John Renz. John
performed best when he did the
blues-folks.y tunes he rounded
hi s act out with .
The twelve-string guitar was
played next by newcomer John
E . Payne. This was John 's first
stage perform ance and I hope

---yOnly

not his last! He brought some
good picking and strumming
along with his great voice on
stage and was very much enjoyed!
The keyboard wizardry of Bill
Proulx of Pi Kappa Phi next.
Bill began his show with Allan
Ross' "Treckies Delight " and
ended with " Piano Man. " His
quick wit and lively humor was
enjoyed by all!
Ending up the evening was
The Left Channel from Beta
Sig. This group was formed of
Gary Timm, Bruce Buettner,
Mike Avery, Al Hasselbring,
Erick Burgdorf and "Acid" AI.
They performed a good version
of "Southern Man. " The only
criticism I have is they didn 't
play long enough!
Yes, despite difficulties with
the microphone system the
show went on and was very
enjoyable. Thank you Student
Union Board for another good
show'

Mon _-6:30 p .m _
Thurs.-6:30 p.m.
Saturday-Afternoons

Transportation for your Interview Trips
AIRCRAFT RENTAL & CHARTER RATES
Aircraft

Cessna 414A Chancellor
Cessna 401 B Utility
Piper Seneca
Cessna 172 Skyhawk
Cessna 150 Commuter

Passengers

Rental

6
7

$165/ hr.
$160/ hr.
$l00/ hr.
$28/ hr.
$18/hr.

5
3
1

Special rat., avallabl. to point, Northw.st taward Omaha.

Call us for a Quote on a Specific Trip.
-Aircraft Sales -Flight Instruction -Maintenance

P.o.

SCOTT CHARTERS, INC.
Box 506 Rolla National Airport Vichy. Missouri 65580
Telephone (314) 364-7396 or (314) 299-4698

COME FLY WITH US I

Charter
$0.90/ mi.
$0.88/ mi.
$0.70/ mi.
$0.35/ mi.
$0.30/ mi.

6,
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Koenig Kraziness

Coffeehouses And Apple Pie
Recently
attended the
student talent coffee house
(Volume
Sixteen.
Number
seventy-Nine;
for
this
semester. To cue in the
uninitiated. and a recent survey
showed that some 42 percent of
my readers were uninitiated (of
course the same survey showed
that 37 percent were low on
toilet paper). A coffee house is a
contest where a group of
musicians try to see which one
of them can insert the name of
the local town (in our case
Roll a) into a popular song and
sti ll have the song rhyme (well
sort of rhyme!. Anyway local
winners are chosen and go to
state and then regional finals .
Eventually. if they can last
through these eliminations.
historically held in such places
as Koenig Mo" they reach the
nationals. Last years national
finals were held in Sheboygan .
They were won by a gentleman
who 's regional accent allowed
him to rhyme Sheboygan with
"keep'em goin ' " I the article I
looked at said that 3 of the
twelve judges actually understood both the name of the
town and the phrase when he
sang them. They. however.
were from "his part of the
country ." )
Coffee houses at Rolla offer
(absolutely free of charge if you
can avoid activity fees) even
more delights to compliment
the rhyming schemes. I refer of
course to the fact that some
people go to these events
merely to enjoy another op-

..
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portunity to kick around good
old Ox-Sent. (Odd-Cent.. Hod
For renl. .. .Whatever) .
Now I know the majority of
the audiences appreciate that
"you
pay your money. and
you take your chances" sound
systems add a great deal to the
fun and merriment at these
events. The odd feedback or
electric jolt to a performer.
provides a great deal of comic
relief as well as testing the
contestant 's ability to adlib
(you be surpr ised how many
towns rhyme with OH SH-T'! !.
However
many
of
the
uninitiated also go to the coffee
houses and some struggle under
the mistaken notion that they
are designed to produce quality
music.
Any way one of these creeps
sat behind me and whinned and
complained through the entir.e
concert. After about two and a
half hours of this I had worked
up a pretty good head of steam.
It finally got to the point that I
couldn't control myself. You see
as we were leaving this bum
turns to a friend and says. "You
know if the university can't
scrape up enough money to put
in a decent sound system in the
first place. t though as far as I
can see they've got enough
money to "fix " it four of five
times a year) you'd think that
Ox-sent or SUB would scrape up
the money to invest in a really
good portable sound system.
With proper care a good system
can last for years and I 'd bet
they could pay for tile whole

0
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ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY

~

thing in no time by renting it out
to the RHS, fraternities. or
other campus ·organizations."
Sick and tired of that kind of
talk I stepped between them
and sneered down (she was 4'
11") "I'm fed up with you folks
who wear Italian made boots
and then try to kick the
American
free
enterprise
system below the bel t with
them, every time it has its
back , turned"
Your kind
just doesn't realize the prinCiples at stake here! Sure! Oxsent could have spent the
money to get a good system
installed in the first place.
Things however aren't built for
the convenience of any Joe
Blow who thinks things should
be this way or that way just to
make life easier for her.
When you put up a building
you draw up plans and
specifications and then you ask
for bids. Who ever places the
lowest bid wins the contract and
puts up the building. Now the
only reason a contractor can
place the lowest bid in the first
place is that he th inks he can
construct the building cheaper
than anybody else and still stay
inside
the
contract
specifications. So of course they
use the cheapest possible
components installed in the
cheapest possible way _and if
they fall apart in a few years
they can always bid on the new
contract.
"But do people take facts like
that into conSideration. I hope
to tell you not! You and I both
know what a good sound system
would cost and we both know
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that Ox-sent and SUB either has
or probably could raise the
money to buy one. I'm sure that
in a few years either group
could recruit a good deal of
their
investment
through
rentals. Do you pretend to
suppose that they'd let some
SNOT like you stop them from
defending our American way of
life!' Well sister as long as

there are people like me -who
can speak out through the
power of the press to try and
educate and enlighten our
fellow human beings they won't
have to ! ' Yes I 'm proud to
stand up with men like good old
Jess. and say that we real

(Continued on Page 13)

Quotable Quotes?
"If you wait until you need It, there's no way you're going

to get It." - Unidentified flying Board Rep_
"If ChrIst were to come back to earth tomorrow the last
thing be'd be Is a Pbyslclst." - Unidentified Chemistry Dept.
Faculty Member or Dr, O. K_ManueL
"It Is not enough that we are bappy, others must be
miserable. " - A Freshman Advisor or ????

"Always store beer In a dark place." - Patrick Chap. 5 v.
17.

"A committee Is the oniy known life form with six or more
legs and no brain."
"I've never been worried by the so-called pbyslological
Inferiority of our sex. Women are all the same belght lying
down. Men bowever are quite a different story." - Overbeard near a women's locker room,

NOON BUFFET-ll:30-1:30
Also Tuesday Night, 5-8 p.m.

m

~~~e' 'e~olla, ~? ,~t 36~,5581 ,~

All the Pizza,
Soup and Salad
You Can Eat Only
Jet. 63 & Pine

$2 69
•

44

~~IPIPI:IJt.IP~IP~IP~IP-'JI·~
SUPPORT YOUR
ST. PA T'S BOARD!
Buy a uMiner Meal"
and get a St. Pat's '80
Garter FREE
Miner Burger, Reg. French
Fries, Med. Root Beer
Expires March 14 , 1980

1202 N. Bishop Rolla, MO
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat.

~

The

"

§ IIMAD IRISHMANII

I .
I

The Unofficial

Official St. Pat's Tea

~

~

I

Stop by 509 for the recipe.
Order your St. Pat's supply now
to avoid the rush!

509 Liquor Store .

~

I
~
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
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student's attention on ~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
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Groundwoves
Well, only a week and a day
until the one-and--only Beatles
Special. Uncle Dave will be
bringing you the fab four from 6
p.m_ until 2 a.m. on the Friday
of St. Pats weekend. If you miss
it you will be missing one hell of
a show.
Uncle Dave has put together 7
hours 51 minutes and 12 seconds
of the most fantastic and
complete music on this side of
reality. There will be 167 pieces
of Beatles music played during
that period of time with only a
few short hourly breaks to keep
anyone from getting lost.
Last year I tuned in KMNR to
listen to the .. Beatles Special."
I was not prepared for what
happened next.
A series of old and well known
tunes flowed from my stereo

four very
speakers, with
-familiar voices singing those
tunes. As I listened I heard such
favorites
as
"Roll
Over
Beethoven," "She Loves You,"
"The Night Before, " and many
others. As the evening wore on a
few friends stopped in to smoke
and have a beer or two.
Memories and good feelings
filled my head, so I wandered
into the cool night air. Soon the
musjc changed slightly and Sgt.
Peppers Lonely Hearts Club
Band filled the night. It was
then I realized the Beatles were
here to entertain us.
As the Beatles took me Across
the Universe I reached into the
heavens and took in the stars. I
felt a part of a Magical Mystery
Tour of my own mind with the
music leading me through my

'Tis the week of the Irish &
Ruby's has Gone Green!

THE IRISH
SUNDAE

SOC2 Dip Sundae 7SC
1 Dip Sundae

Vanilla ice cream,
creme de menthe
topping.

many happy emotions.
Sometime, I don't really know
when, I wandered back in my
apartment. There one of my
friends said something in a
ripple of predictive pinks with
plaid overtones and the wetness
of mercury . I wasn ' t really sure
whether I had smelt , felt, or
tasted her comment, but I did
know that the XlOshun of thyme
made it possible to enjoy it
upside down. As the Beatles
sang "All Together Now" I
started to feel that the universe
had a purpose and that
everything was complete and
content.
The Beatles knew and were
telling me. I knew they knew.
They knew I knew. "All we
need is love."
They spoke of taking time to
enjoy life, of loving and wanting
to live with my fellow man in
peace. I knew they had too
strong a point for me to ignore.
Up to that point I had gone
helter-skelter through my life
doing everything to get ahead. I
had fought bitterly and used
every devious method to work
my way up various poSitions in
my previous jobs. But they
talked of a much nicer world.
Suddenly I was alone on a
beach with a purple sun and
orange palm trees, and I knew I
had to live with myself before i
could live with others.
As I reflected on this, a large
green dragon appeared on the
beach with me. We danbed and
sang and looked at the sky. The
sky was a very beautiful shade
of blue. Because the sky was
blue we cried. The dragon flew
away and left me alone happily
waving good-bye. He knew too.
Fundamental concepts came
rushing in with an accelerated
acceleration! I grasped at
them, but they changed color

Bob & The Boys Wish

GOOD LUCK TO
ST. PAT &
HIS COURT
Belly up with the Board
at your favorite Pub.

Drink PABST & MILLER this
St. Pat's!
ntact your campus reps:
JOE GABRIS 364-2930 or
GERRY FREDERICK 364-5226

hl.t
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and jumped into my beer. The
Beatles told me not to worry, so
I laughed and let the colors lick
the insides of my eyes.
Contentment set in and I saw
for just one second that there
was only the number Orange,
and straight ahead lay all
possible directions, including
east, west, north, south, up,
down, sideways, backwards,
acute, obtuse, fast, slow, pink,
hyperbolic and in, and in, and
in."
"Gary!!" ('J) ( ' ) Someone
called through the distance. Her
voice was coarse and textured.
but I wriggled it a little until it
fitted but wasn't completely
pentahedral. The music had
stopped and Uncle Dave was
giving one of his hourly station
LD.s. He mentioned something
in a very brown manner about
hoping that everyone was enjoying himself. "I am''', I
said to my speaker in a very wet
grass voice. Soon he started the
music again, as the music
played on I felt my mind
wander into wonderfulness.
I looked and saw a small
green leprechaun playing with
my stereo system. He carried a
neon green shamrock which he
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waved in my face. I laughed
until I cried. I cried the happiest
tears of my life as hundreds of
his little friends danced into the
room and sang along.
Soon a group of snakes came
out of the carpet and we all
laughed with and at each other.
Eventually they crawled into
my left speaker. At the same
time a funny fish with big white
shoes came out of the right
speaker. smiling and laughing.
I think my friends (remember
them? ) saw them too because
they were laughing and smiling.
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QUALITY CLEAN ERS
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EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
108 W. 7th Street Rolla, Mo. 65401
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CanWeBuild
One ForYou 11
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wills
all in
land
Buick Regal
V-6 Economy
20 City127 Hwy.

AMC Spirit
Limited Liftback

pc

Jeep CJ-7
Renegade

Olds Cutlass
V-6 Economy
20 City127 Hwy .

WY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!
SPECIAL DEALS-Special finarn:ing
especially- designe~ for UMR graduates .

BUY ONE AND SAVE

Schweiss
Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick-AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy . 63 South Rollo . Mo .
Open 8 to 7 Sot. till 4 p .m .
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(Continued from Page 11)
American's aren 't going to take
our fine system and twist and
bend it out of shape just because
at a certain time it might seem
practical. If we tried any old
solution that just happened to
meander by when we 've got a
problem the whole structure of
society would be in confusion in
a few moments . and our
government
and
economy
didn't get in fine health shape
there in by being confused.
"A girl as mixed up as you
might have some crazy idea
that we should use a different
system. like say the German .
Do you know what their
government does when they

MISSOURI MINER
want to construct a building'! They draw up the plan
send out bids, and get this now,
they take all of the bids add
them together and find the
average. Then they award the
contract to the Co. nearest the
average bid. They claim to get
high quality work that way . The
Germans have this silly notion
that Co. 's should live on their
reputations and not on the
cheap
services
they
can
produce. No wonder they lost
the war. They were with the
greatest tanks in the world
being developed and they were
worried about perfecting them
before full scale use. What a
joke. The very idea that people
would seriously propose the
consideration of such a svstem
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makes my skin crawl. What
have the Europeans ever built
that was worth a damn. I mean
none of them have great
national symbols like the
statute of Liberty. "
So there I am, satisfied look
on my face , proud to have
spoken up in defense of our way
of life and this girl looks at me a
minute, ducks her head and
starts making a quiet little
coughing noise. I figure I've
been too rough on her and she's
crying (we guys all know how
women are). This makes me
feel bad because after all it's
the school 's fault. So I lower my
voice and ask if she 's okay and
she burst out laughing. Some
people just don 't love their
country .

~~Groundwaves--Part Two~§§§§§
The FOUR were still pouring
their brightly colored beautiful
music out of my speakers.
Someone came in through the
bathroom window () think) and
I fell in love with euphoria and
happy tenderness of colorful
peace.
The Fab Four sang " Good
Night .. and I knew that I would
never be the same. There were
no longer any "right" or
" wrong" ways to live, but
I knew I enjoyed myself more
when I loved everyone. (Yes, I
even love Chancellor Marchellol. With this love, I have
found music, color and beauty
are always around to be enjoyed. (even in Rolla! )
The music will be there for
you too on Friday the 14th. It
will speak of the same life, love
and happiness that it did last
year.
Whether you catch the
Beatles SpeCial or not, KMNR
will still strive to keep one and
all in good spirits until St. Pats
(and afterwards of course).

WANTED
Moles interested in
port time work. Must
be 21,364-6131 .

-.

Below is a listing of upcoming
Features available at no charge
to those who keep their dial on
89.7:
Thursday the 6th:
1:00 p.m. - Tom DOOling
brings you Camel "I Can See
Your House From Here"
1:30 p.m. - NFCB features
"When the World Screamed "
Midnight
During IMPROVISATIONS
Dave
Strahorn
will
bring
you
Terumasa Hino in "Speak to
Loneliness "
Saturday the 8th:
10:00 p.m . - D .L . Bogart will
bring you a special show,
"Comedy Is Not Even Cute! " .
He will present four hours of
comedians like : George Carlin,
Bill Cosby, Steve Martin, Monty
Python, Etc.
Sunday the 9th :
8:00 p.m . - Dr. DeRigne
hosts Blues For Rolla featuring
John Lee Hooker in "Endless
Boogie"
Midnight Tom Radcliff
hosts
Quadra-Jazz
with
Akiyoshi
Tabacken
doing
" Long Yellow Road "
Monday the lOth :
Midnight - J.R. and the
Rolling Bozo Review presents
Journey
Tuesday the 11th :
1:30 p.m. - NFCB brings you
" The Challenge of Outer
Space"

.
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1107 Pine

Rollo

364-3161
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Midnight - Dave Strahorn
will feature The Band
Wednesday the 12th :
9 a.m. - Ric Davis brings
you Be Bop Deluxe " Live in the
Air Age" record No.2
4:00 p .m . - Uncle Dave,
while hosting the fantastic
Bluegrass Variety Show will
bring you North Fork Rounders
doin' "Railroadin ' and Gamblin ' "
Thursday the 13th :
6 a.m. - 9 a.m . Ron
Williall) ~ wit!:l E .M .R.N .R .&R.
(Early Morning RedNeck Rock
& Roll (of course! ) )
Live
Noon - 5 p.m. coverage of the Extravaganza
with KMNR providing the
music at Lions Club Park
Friday the 14th:
6 p.m . - 2 a.m . - . I'll let you
guess what's happening during
this time slot.
Think of the boy with the stars
in his eye
Longing to reach them but
frightened to try .. .
Alias GeeDebs

(

Classified
Rosie may be alright,
But we know we are better.
II you ' re lonely tonight,
Please respond to our letter.
Call 341·3675, Ask for BTA or CAL
" Ruthie, you know you' re stoned when you ha ve to look into a
mirror to see if you' re stoned" Rob
To Kevin I. & Dennis D. - Give us another chance, you both
are too good to lose. (Please ) ... Signed Desiring
For Sale : 1970 Mustang, Mach I, Cobra . All original. Rare
collectors item, excellent condition. New transmission, new
brakes, recent tune-up. All receipts available. Second owner.
$4250 or best offer . Call 364-3763.
For Sale : 1974 Cutlass Supreme. Power steering. power
brakes, air conditioning, tilt wheel, AM-FM stereo radio. New
tires. Sharp. Call 364-3862.
FOU ND: One calculator. Owner mus t identify by type and
serial number and should be able to tell where and when it was
lost. Please call 364-9792 and ask for AI.
This is your last chance to go to Daytona Beach. Spend six
days-S nights in luxurious lodging at the Whitehall Inn on the
beach, Roundtrip Party Bus Transportation. Parties and
activities and Disney World Optional for only 189.00. Drive n'
Sa ve for onl y $99.00. Date April 6- 11. For more information.
please call Steve F ischer at 364-2622 or 364-9823 .
Wanted : used P C· lOOA printer call 364-9877 ask for Dan.
Randy B,
You piece of shit! But you do have beautiful eyes. Love, your
two favorite Little Sisters.
Who earned 10 merits Thursday night, Kevin Shulte, of course.
Bart, Happy Early Birthday ' D.
Anyone interested in a tour of Sig Tau Lounge, contact Mike
Noblot.
Nobie - You did an excellent job, Thursday night.

MEET THE
GODFATHER I
Saturday, March 15
2:00-4:00 p.m. & 7:00-9:00 p.m.
io the pizza parlor
You've seen him on 1V Now yolJ. can
meet him in person. Free gifts for the
kids. Autographed pictures. Give-aways.
And much more. Be there!

Goafather's Pizza
watch for us in the
St. Pat's Parade
In The Forum
Plaza Shopping Center
Rollo, Mo .
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
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where the error came in. Thus,
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Miners Sign More Prepsters
SOURCE: OPI
ROLLA,
Mo.
The
University of Missouri-Rolla
football team has announced
the signing of two top Missouri
Prepsters for the 1980 season.
UMR will have the services of
Joplin's Wes Ogden and Kansas
City's Rusty Baehr in the upcoming season.
Ogden, a 6-foot-5, 205-pound
offensive tackle, comes to UMR
with some fine credentials. The
all-conference and all-district
selection was a member of the
10-1 Parkwood club last season,

with the team 's lone loss
coming to Jefferson City in a 6-2
post -season loss.
Park wood scored 375 points
on the year and allowed.only 14.
Ogden was also a two-year
letterman on the school's
basketball team , averaging ten
pOints per game.
" We feel Wes could really
become one of the outstanding
linemen in the conference,"
noted UMR assistant coach
Chuck Broyles.
" He already has good size,
but we think he may get up to
about 250 solid pounds before

his collegiate career is over."
Ogden has good quickness,
and the Miner coaching staff
also may look at the Joplin
prepster at tight end.
"We know he can do a fine job
on the line, but he may also be
able to help us in other areas,"
Broyles said. "I think Wes will
do a good job for the Miners,
and we are really anxious to
start working with him ."
Baehr, who played for North
Kansas City High School, is a 5foot-II
165-pound defensive
back . He was a member of the
all-suburban conference team

and second-team all-metro.
"Rusty's brother ' was the
Most Valuable Player in the
MIAA six years ago when he
was a safety for Northwest
Missouri
State,"
Miner
assistant Joe Keeton said. "We
know he comes from a fine
athletic family and I think he
will develop into a real . good
defensive back ."
Baehr
will
major
in
geological engineering at UMR.
The Miner coaching staff was
impressed with Baehr's prep
performances, and received
glowing recommendations from

high. school coaches
Kansas City area.

in

the

"The Miners already have
some very good defensive
backs," Keeton stressed. "But
we have to remember that most
will be seniors this season.
"We are looking ahead in that
area, and I think Rusty will
become a very tough defensive
back in the MIAA."
More UMR signees are expected to be announced in the
next two weeks.
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Baseball Underway
By JOHN CROW
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March
10th marks
the
beginning of the 1980 baseball
season for Coach Broyles and
the Miner squad as they travel
to Panama City, Florida to
compete in what Coach Broyles
called the Miners spring
tournament. The Miners will
play 8 games while in Florida
and then return to host George
Williams College here . in the
home opener on March 21 at
I:OOp.m .
The Miners will have 15

returning lettermen to this
years team to provide what
Coach Broyles thinks will be a
very strong nucleus. Returning
players from last year who will
be relied on heavily are Gary
Runge, who is a catcheroutfielder ; Mike Bennett, who
led the team in hitting last
year ; Calvin Horhn; Rick
Fureman, who plays first base;
and Kenton Eiffert. Also, the
pitching staff should show quite
a bit of depth while being led by
returners Joe Feldman, Jeff
Walters, Norm Shipley and Dan

Nower.
Junior College transfer Steve
Garbs from East Central Jr.
College should prove to be a
valuable addition to the Miners
squad
this
year.
Also,
promising freshman Kevin
DeBondt from Mexico, Mo.
should provide some added
punch to the team.
The Miners record last year
was 10-14 and Coach Broyles
looks to improve on that record
this year with the return of a
strong nucleus and the addition
of some key players.
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Campus Takes Title
continued their winning ways to Basketball, just getting by a
set up a final between two strong ABS squad. The final
Intramural Action this week powerhouse teams, as Campus score of that contest was 47-46.
included the conclusion of the Club disposed of GDI 66-40, and In the Division II finals, Manor
Basketball Competition and the ABS defeated Beta Sig 49-42. In Inn defeated RHA in another
opening rounds of the Wrestling Division II, RHA beat Wesley, excellent game, winning 28-21.
57-44, and Manor Inn crashed
Tournament.
The Wrestling action opened
The
Basketball
Playoffs Wesley, 61-29.
Monday night and continued
The action on Sunday opened
started last Tuesday night with
every
night
this
week ,
the opening round of the with the third-place games for culminating in the finals
Women's Tournament. In that the Men. In that action GDI tonight, starting at 6:30. The
action, ABS whomped WHA 42- outlasted Beta Sig, 58-57, and standings after Tuesday night's
7, AWS squeaked by MSRA by a Delta Tau squeaked by Wesley, action were: Kappa Sigma - 41
score of 22-21 , the Stardusters 56-54.
points; Sig Ep - 28, Campus
Then
came
the
finals . Club - 22; Sig Nu - 20 ; and Pi
beat ZTA in another close one,
be
the
Campus
Club
proved
to
winning 21-20, and Chi Omega
Kappa Alpha - 16 points.
force in Men's
beat Kappa Delta handily, 21-6. dominent
ABS and Chi Omega continued
their winning ways Thursday
night in the semi-finals, as ABS
disposed of A WS easily, winning
3S-8, and Chi Omega took it to
the Stardusters, winning 24-10.
In the finals Sunday night, ABS
took the Women's Basketball
Crown by defeating Chi Omega
33-26.
The Men 's Action opened
Thursday night, and in Divi sion
I action, Campus Club and ABS
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M-Club

Athlete of the Week

ThIs week the M-Club would like to honor Derek Nesbitt. Derek
was named to the first team All-MIAA. He also was ranked in the
top twenty in the nation in Division II in both scoring and
rebounding. He averaged 22.4 points per game and 11.2 rebounds.
In the final game against Southeast Derek scored 37 points.
Congratulations Derek!

Daryl Seck is shown with the advantage against Mike
FORK RNER· MARK TWAIN FOREST
Shockley during Intra mura I Wrestling competition.
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Miners Compete
In MIAA Track
By GERRY GOEKE
The UMR Track Team
traveled to Warrensburg last
Monday for their final indoor
meet of the year. the MIAA
Conference Indoor Track Meet.
hosted by Central Missouri
State last Monday. M<!rch 3.
The Miners finished out of the
running for the Conference
,Championship. but did do
respectably, especially considering the lack of indoor
facilities here at UMR. Individual pei'formers were led
by Rich Lux. who finished

second in the 600 yard run . with
a time of 1: 12.9. Bill Coppoc
finished third in the pole vault.
clearing 13 feet 6 inches. The
mile relay team of Davis.
Rodgers. Lux. and Scott continued their fire performances.
as they finished in 4th in their
event. The high jumpers. Jell
Russom and Kurt Lorenzen
showed promise. as they
finished in 5th and 6th place.
respectively. in the high jump.
The two-mile relay team took a
5th place. Derrick Robinson
finished 6th in the 300 yard run.
and Bill Loving took 6th in the
shot put.

Summer Olympics

Two representatives from Sigma Pi accept the first place trophy for winning the McDonald's sponsored Tug-of-War contest that took place during halftime at home
basketball games.
( Photo by Cook)

"We Knew What They Would Say"
By STEVE PALMER
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO
(CPS) - Low, gray clouds hung
around Pikes Peak on Feb. 20,
providing an appropriately
somber mood at the Olympic
Training Center, where athletes
prepared to learn if they would
get to go to the Moscow
OlympiCS this summer.
Most already knew the answer. Many had given up hope
in
mid-January,
when
first
President
Carter
th·reatened to boycott the
summer games unless the
Soviet Union withdrew its
troops from Afghanistan by a
Feb. 20 deadline. Some of the
athletes here had gone home.
When presidential aide Lloyd
Cutler announced that morning
that the games would indeed be
boycotted, some of the athletes
who stayed tried to deny it was

really happening. Others, like
Terry Place, claimed they still
hoped. They
would
keep
practicing
in
spite
of
everything.
"We knew what they would
say this morning," Place, a
member of the first U.S.
women's volleyball team to
ever qualify for the games, said
while picking over a green
salad in the Training Center's
dining hall.
Despite strong suspicions that
Cutler's announcement was the
end of her Olympic hopes, she
just hopes that the president
will back out of a foolish
decision.
"We don' t have time to worry
about their wars," she adds
bitterly. "We're too busy
practicing. "
As bad as the announcement
made her feel, she remembers
the hardest part of dealing with
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the boycott threat was in midJanuary, when Carter first
proposed it.
"We had a lot of trouble
practicing because we didn't
know if we were going. In the
morning, we would go to
practice and think, 'What are
we doing in this gym? ' "
But Place and her teammates
maintained
an
exhausting
practice schedule anyway,
laboring nearly eight hours a
day, six days a week. They've
been at the Training Center - a
former Air Force base and
headquarters for the North
American Air Defense Command - since March, 1978,
except for six weeks off at
Christmas and for occasional
tours.
Before that the 22-year-old
Place had been at it since 1973,
starting
with
the
Junior
National
Volleyball
Team,
through high school, and for' a
year-and-a-half
at
the
University
of
Southern
California.
At the end of the hard work:
she knew, would be the
Olympics. " I've wanted to be in
the Olympics since the first
time I watched them on tv," the
Redondo Beach, Ca.. native
recalls over her lurich. I didn't
know what sport. It didn't really
matter. I just wanted to be
there. "
Consequently, she's not well
prepared to be elsewhere.

"If they cancel the games, I'll
probably just go back to L.A.
and get a job, maybe in a sports
clinic. Except for a few
babysitting jobs, I've never
worked. "
From the middle of the
cafeteria, a U.S. Olympic
Committee WSOC) spokesman
called for the athletes' attention:
"The things you heard this
morning don't change our
poSition. The USOC said they
will decide in April (whether to
honor the boycott), and their.
position still stands. The
government would like us to
make our decision right away,
but we will wait and see if there
is a shift in public opinion. You
just keep about your training."
The
announcement
was
received by a little applause.
"We've even gotten letters
and telegrams calling us un-

patriotic," Place says with
disgust. One of her teammates
got a letter earlier in the day
that promises a forthcoming
athletic event of "the highest
caliber, outside the Soviet
Union." Her teammate laughs
humorlessly, "Yea, highest
athletic caliber."
"Shifting public opinion is
about the only chance we
have," Place confirms.
Center Director Bob Mathias
calls it "the ten percent
chance."
Mathias, dressed in red and
smoking a cigar in an office
filled with plaques and trophies
from his days as an Olympic
athlete, cautions, "You have to
remember that a lot of teams
have not been selected yet.
Most of them want to keep going
until the last minute, hanging

see olympics, pg. 16
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a
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where the error came in. Thus,
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Fletcherof NMSU Picked In Draft
NMSU RELEASE
KIRKSVILLE , MO. - Senior
punter Bob Fletcher <Burnaby,
British Columbia, CanadaBurnaby South) of Northeast
Missouri State was chosen
Wednesday b.y the Saskatchewan Roughriders in the first
round of the Canadian Football
League Draft. He was the
second selection in the draft,
which was held for Canadian
players only.
Fletcher, who transferred to

NMSU in 1978 from Douglas
<British Columbia) College, led
NCAA Division II in punting
last season with a 43.2-yard
average. His longest boot was
75 yards against Lincoln
University in the 1979 finale.
Fletcher charted the ninth best
average among all NCAA
punters in lA, IAA, II and III
last fall.
The Canadian erased a
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic Association record for

the highest punting average in
one game, a 53-yard pace
against Northwest Missouri
State last October.
He also booted eight field
goals in 1979, breaking a school
mark for most three-pointers in
one campaign, and tied the
NMSU standard for most field
goals in a Single game, two. A
52-yard field goal by Fletcher
against NWMS tied a school
record.
Fletcher was unanimous all-

conference punter, and was
He showed a lot of courage,
named to the 1979 Academic
coming to NMSU without
All-America College Division
knowing for sure he would get a
second team . He is carrying a
scholarship. We told him he
3.29 grade-point average in
would get one, if he demongeogr<lphy.
strated he could help us."
"Bob really deserves to be
Fletcher is the second Nordrafted," said NMSU head
theast player to be drafted by a
coach Bruce Craddock. " He is a . Canadian league team in the
talented and mature athlete,
past year. Off!!nsive guard
who has worked diligently to
Roland Mongold was picked by
achieve his goals. He wanted to
Montreal in 1979, and became a
be the number one Division II
started for the Alouettes during
punter last season, and he did it.
the past campaign.

Olympics
onto the ten percent chance that
we may still go to Moscow."
For Place's volleyball team ,
it's now or never. "If you look at
the
potential
basketball
players, they're probably still
in school. They might not go to
Moscow, but they still have the
NCAA (tourney), etc. This is
THE chance for the volleyball
team."
He thinks taking that chance
away isn't the best way to
respond to the Soviet Union's
invasion of Afghanistan. "If you
want to get tough, there should
be a
complete political,
economic,
and
diplomatic
boycott against them. They
could care less about the U.S.
going to Moscow. If we're going
to hurt them, we'll have to take
stronger steps, someplace
else."
A substitute National Sports
Festival WOUldn't be the best
"someplace else," according to
most of the athletes in Colorado
Springs. Place predicts many of
the athletes wouldn't attend
one.
Gathered around a tv at
dinner, the athletes reponsd to a
broadcast suggestion of the
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festival with catcalls and boos.
" Ohhh Yipppeee, " sighs one of
the few weightlifters who didn't
leave the Training Center three
weeks before.
Al Oerter, a three-time
Olympic competitor who favors
the boycott, appears on the
screen next. The dining hall
erupts in obscenities, with one
volleyball player proposing that
Oerter "swallow a discus."
In fact, the USOC formally
has until May 24, when Moscow
applications are due, to decide
to comply with Carter's
boycott. Mathias says the USOC
may simply elect not to file an
official entry because the word
boycott had legal implications
that could end the games
forever.
In the interim, Place will try
to figure out what to. do with her
life.
She's
dismissed
professional volleyball because
it is "not very exciting." There
is a non-professional league in
Italy that holds some appeal, if
only because the players get
$1,200 a month "for expenses."
But she plays volleyball for
other reasons. "It's so easy
when it's good volleyball. When
it's running smoothly, it is more
fun than anything, like a
machine running with 12 arms
and legs."
So she's not sure about her
future. Maybe "I'd like to get an
art portfOlio together, and get a
job in art, or go to art school. "
But the team is due at an
evening-long meeting to discuss
the future . Before rushing to it,
she concludes, "The worst.. .. the hardest part of it all is
that somebody else could
change what we have worked so
hard for ."
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of Tomorrow by Joining
the Best of Today.
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